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FLUID EUROPEAN IDENTITY? 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE EUROPEAN 
DNA 
Peter Mols 
ContraPunt, The Netherlands 
Afew words in the title of this colloquium attracted my attention when I saw them for the first time: at first sight the combination of the words "future" and 
"heritage" is a strange one. The future is something that has not yet been realised, 
something that has yet to happen. Heritage, on the other hand, has something to 
do with the past, something that has already happened. But the nice thing is that 
this combination underlines our ambivalent position, here and now as a type of 
membrane between the past and the future. It is a membrane moving forward in 
time, if you see time as a linear process. 
The second two words which attracted me were "changing" and 
"contexts". And in this paper it will become clear why these two words attracted 
my attention. 
Figure 1. The upper part of the route description to investigate 
European identity. 
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Romantic Heritage in an Industrial World 
Heritage exists thanks to its social legitimacy. Heritage doesn't exist autonomously. 
Heritage in itself is meaningless. It's a social or mental construction. This idea 
doesn't merely apply to heritage, but also to the arts, education, and every 
construction we humans have developed to give meaning to the world we live in. 
In the industrial world at the end of the 19th century, where the romantic, nostalgic 
idea of "the world we have lost" arose, the arts and crafts movement demanded 
attention for craftsmanship and originality and the idea strengthened that we had 
to preserve the past for future generations. It is from these types of notions that 
heritage gets its legitimacy. So we started collecting stories, tools and appliances 
from the common people. We tried to preserve houses and buildings in open air 
museums; artists told their own romantic stories of the common people who are 
still connected to the earth. As with Van Gogh in his Dutch period. Millet and the 
Barbizon painters, fanners and craftsmen like weavers were very popular subjects 
for painters at that time. This romantic feeling still exists in many heritage circles 
today. It is the feeling of in memoriam and pro memoria. But the question is 
if this legitimacy still counts in the 21st century. A great deal changed during 
the 20th century. And sometimes it seems as if these changes didn't take place 
in the heritage world. We always tell each other that a lot has changed during 
conferences, meetings, study days and colloquia, but in the meantime we continue 
to preserve the past and tell safe stories. We never talk about the consequences 
of the fundamental changes in the 20th century. Maybe I can illustrate this 
metaphorically. 
Two Metaphors: Mr. G.B.J and the Broken Pottery 
There was a radio programme in the Netherlands during the second half of the 
20th century entitled "The State of the World Affairs". It was a programme 
by Mr. G.B.J. Hilterman. Every Sunday at 12.00 o'clock we children had two 
choices: Going outside and not coming back for the next half hour or staying in 
the house and not moving for the next half hour. Even breathing was a bit risky. 
From 12:00 to 12:30, Mr. G.B.J, analysed the state of the world. As children, we 
thought this man was a close friend of all the world leaders. We assumed he had 
visited presidents and dictators and talked to them with their legs on the table, 
smoking good cigars and drinking whiskey or cognac. And in fact we thought he 
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even told the great leaders how to deal and act in the world. After the half hour 
radio programme, my parents restarted whatever they were doing, knowing that 
everything in the world was watched by Mr. G.B.J. He knew what was happening 
and would warn us if things went wrong. I suppose every country had its own 
G.B.J. Hilterman during that time - the one-dimensional idea of an authority who 
knows how the world works. The world of the expert. But at the same time, my 
parents' world changed radically. And after the post-modern revolution, the world 
of the expert fell down like pottery. His one-dimensional world fell to pieces. 
As Mr. G.B.J. Hilterman was an icon of my parents' world, the image of broken 
pottery is the icon of the world today. 
But what to do with these pieces? I think there are two possibilities. We 
can try to stick the pieces together in order to reconstruct the original pottery. 
The discussion all over Europe about rules and standards and values are the 
manifestation of a kind of homesickness for the world of Mr. G.B.J. Hilterman. 
But the pottery didn't fall without a purpose. The world did change and the stories 
we used to give meaning to the world no longer fit in with reality. We have to 
construct new stories, develop new ways of thinking, use new paradigms. In 
other words, we have to stick the pieces of pottery together in a totally different 
way. Maybe we can learn something from Antonio Gaudi in his Pare Guell in 
Barcelona. Old pieces of pottery stuck together in such a way that new images 
arose. Or in the new housing estate near Nijmegen, where every house front has 
its own artististic impression, and the most beautiful house is the one covered with 
a mosaic of fallen pottery - a new meaning based on old fragments. 
The Rhizome of Gilles Deleuze 
What we need is a new way of thinking, of constructing reality. The French 
philosopher Gilles Deleuze tried to develop an escape route away from traditional 
thinking. (Deleuze 1987) He saw the world as a rhizome. In fact, a constantly 
changing and growing root system. The rhizome is an image for a way of thinking 
in which every traditional sequence is abandoned, a non-linear way of thinking. 
The rhizome is constantly growing, constantly changing. You can enter the rhizome 
in many different ways; there are many possible tracks within the system. It is 
about parallel or synchronic thinking instead of the traditional linear approaches 
we are used to. A way of thinking which fits in with the idea of sticking the pieces 
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of fallen pottery together, in order to give new meaning to the world we live 
in. A metaphoric way of thinking and constructing. There is no place for the 
romantic belief in heritage or preserving the world we have lost in these ways 
of thinking, and saving the past before it is too late. In these ways of thinking 
heritage becomes more and more of a tool, an interpreting tool which can be used 
to construct new meaning, to give material to new interpretations. In this way of 
thinking the practices of the arts and the heritage world come together. Both arts 
and heritage can act as guides to enter the rhizome of Deleuze, in order to explore 
the confusing reality of the world as it appears to us. If we can learn to use the 
objects of heritage as artists deal with the world, a very strong meaning-giving 
tool can be developed. But a tool is not enough. A tool always needs material to 
use it. A tool can't deal with nothing. I would propose a broad project to apply 
these ideas to the role of heritage in the 21st century. A project with European 
identity as the main subject or material. And metaphoric thinking as a tool in the 
Deleuzian rhizome. 
Fluid Identity 
Identity in the 21st century seems to be a problem. As the old stories and tools no 
longer fit in as a meaning-giving instruments in a global world, we often use the 
word identity in a variety of contexts. And the more a word is used in the media, the 
bigger the problem becomes in people's minds. We are constantly in search of the 
identity of a community. But as long as we deal with this phenomenon with the old 
tools of the past centuries, the results will not be satisfactory. We approach identity, 
especially European identity, in a 19th century way, as Mr. G.B.J. Hilterman used to 
do. We try to write our identity down on a piece of paper, let's call it the European 
constitution. But identity in a post-modem society is not vast, it's fluid. Identity 
takes the form of the vessel into which it's poured. It appears in a particular context. 
Identity is a rhizome. Identity in this way of thinking is fluid in its appearance, but 
of course not totally arbitrary. There is always a reason why things are as they are. 
But we do not always know that reason. Maybe there is something like a European 
DNA which makes the rhizome grow as it grows. But we can only find that DNA 
if we accept the appearance of the outcomes of this DNA as a rhizome. And if we 
are willing to enter the rhizome. We have to enter that rhizome as archaeologists, 
starting with what we see and interpreting our observations layer by layer. 
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Outlines of a Project on Fluid Identity 
The outlines of a project on fluid European identity, or perhaps the archaeology of 
the European DNA would be a better title. So we have to start with the appearance 
of European identity. Therefore we have to accept it as a rhizome. All kinds of 
appearances which mingle together in a great vessel. Something like the upper 
part of the funnel in the image. 
Figure 2. Outlines and surfaces of an object. 
As archaeologists we should dig in this rhizome in as many different ways as 
possible. We have to try metaphorically to make Europe's cultural biography 
understandable. Using techniques of the arts on heritage items. In projects that 
challenge people all over Europe to express their own answers to metaphorical 
questions. An example of such a project is about the borders of Europe. When an 
artist draws an object, he can do that in two ways. He can draw a line and show 
the outlines of the object. Or he can use his pencil to draw the surface. Thus there 
are two ways to show an object. 
Figure 3. Route description to investigate European identity. 
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But what or where are the outlines of Europe? Select ten places on the 
topographic or political borders of Europe and give 20 people a camera. There are 
10 questions about the border that need to be answered. For instance: where is the 
border? What does the border smell like? What does the border look like to you? 
People are asked to answer these questions with 10 pictures. The second challenge 
would be to write a story that meaningfully connects the pictures about the border. 
Afterwards the stories and pictures from 10 places on the presumed border are 
published on a website and people from inside Europe are challenged to react to 
the pictures and stories and add their own ideas. 
Another possibility could be found in the idea of the surface of Europe. All 
the main European museums include paintings that represent the typical Italian, 
the typical Englishman, and so forth. What if we were to produce a picture of 
these main characters, undo them from their paraphernalia, so that only the face 
remains? The experiment would be to produce posters of these faces, publish 
them on the project website and ask visitors to the website if they have seen these 
people in their neighbourhood recently. The underlying question is if the typical 
Italian, the typical Englishman or the typical Frenchman actually exists. 
Several such projects could dig in the rhizome of European identity. And 
of course existing projects which intend to show the variation of giving meaning 
within a theme which can be translated in a subjective map of Europe. All these 
projects could be published on a central website and form the basis of educational 
programmes to challenge people all over Europe to add their comments and ideas, 
to the maps. This way will allow us to chart the rhizome of European identity. 
Grammar, Morphemes and European DNA 
The next step in the project should be something like the Photoshop command 
"Flatten Image". Flatten all the fragmentary information from all the different 
subjective maps to one map. What will the result be? What conclusions can 
be drawn from this flattened map? Is it possible to conclude something like the 
grammar of European identity? Can we describe this grammar as a proposal for 
the way the appearance of European identity works, or expresses itself? And as we 
can describe this European grammar, is it then possible to name the morphemes of 
European identity in the next step? 
And can we extract the European DNA from these morphemes in the last phase? 
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Figure 4. 
If we combine disciplines like heritage, philosophy, arts and identity in a multi-
disciplinary approach; if we are ready to collect the pieces and stick them together 
in a new way, a new form; if we are able to develop a context where people can 
give meaning to the world they live in; and if we are able to leave the beaten track, 
then heritage will have a very bright future. It will acquire its legitimacy from a 
meaning-giving society; it will be a tool to develop identity, not only by talking 
and discussing it, but by doing it. 
Maybe the term heritage will then no longer be quite so adequate and 
maybe not even interesting. Heritage in its 19th and 20th century meaning of the 
nostalgic and romantic idea of "the world we have lost" will be no basis for the 
future of this discipline. It can find a more powerful basis as a tool for meaning-
giving and constructing identity. 
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THE ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT IN THE 
FRENCH MINISTRY OF CULTURE AND THE ISSUES 
OF INTAGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN FRANCE 
Sylvie Grenet 
Ministry of Culture, France 
IN June 2006, the French government ratified the UNESCO Convention on intangible cultural heritage. Since then, the Anthropology Department in the 
French Ministry of Culture has been in charge of the implementation of this 
convention in France. After a brief introduction summing up the main aspects 
of the UNESCO Convention, I will try to examine three points: the reasons why 
the Anthropology Department was chosen for this task by the French Ministry 
of Culture; the methods used by the Anthropology Department in inventorying 
intangible heritage; and the political issues of this inventory for France. 
The UNESCO Convention on the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage 
The UNESCO Convention on the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage 
(1CH) was voted on in October 2003. It entered into force in 2006, when more than 
50 countries ratified it. France was the 56th country to ratify the Convention, in 
June 2006, and now has to implement it - that is to say, to take into consideration 
the main recommendations it contains, and also, to take measures concerning the 
preservation and the development of ICH in France. 
The area of ICH is defined and delimited in article 2, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the 
Convention: 
1. The "intangible cultural heritage" means the practices, representa-
tions, expressions, knowledge, skills - as well as the instruments, 
objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated therewith that com-
munities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of 
their cultural heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted 
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from generation to generation, is constantly recreated by communities 
and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with na-
ture and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and 
continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human 
creativity. For the purposes of this Convention, consideration will 
be given solely to such intangible cultural heritage as is compatible 
with existing international human rights instruments, as well as with 
the requirements of mutual respect among communities, groups and 
individuals, and of sustainable development. 
2. The "intangible cultural heritage," as defined in paragraph 1 above, is 
manifested inter alia in the following domains: 
(a) Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a ve-
hicle of the intangible cultural heritage; 
(b) Performing arts; 
(c) Social practices, rituals and festive events; 
(d) Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; 
(e) Traditional craftsmanship. 
These articles contain a very important element: the events, manifestations, 
and activities that a State determines as ICH must be also recognized by the 
communities. Therefore, each State Party has to work in close relationship with 
the various communities and groups that live within a given country. 
After having defined what it means by ICH, the UNESCO Convention 
requires in the following articles that the States Parties draw an inventory with the 
help of the communities, out of which two lists will be drawn: a representative 
list on the one hand, and a safeguarding list, on the other hand. 
The content and methodology of inventories is detailed in article 12.1: 
" To ensure identification with a view to safeguarding, each State Party shall 
draw up, in a manner geared to its own situation, one or more inventories of 
the intangible cultural heritage present in its territory. These inventories shall be 
regularly updated." 
The representative list is detailed in article 16: "In order to ensure better 
visibility of the intangible cultural heritage and awareness of its significance, and 
to encourage dialogue which respects cultural diversity, the Committee, upon 
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the proposal of the States Parties concerned, shall establish, keep up to date and 
publish a Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity." 
The safeguarding list is described in article 17: "With a view to taking appropriate 
safeguarding measures, the Committee shall establish, keep up to date and publish 
a List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding, and shall 
inscribe such heritage on the List at the request of the State Party concerned." 
The French government has chosen the French Ministry of Culture to 
implement the Convention, and the M inister of Culture designated more particularly 
the Anthropology Department to take charge of the inventory of ICH. 
The Convention and the Anthropology Department of the French 
Ministry of Culture 
This choice is a significant indicator of how the UNESCO Conventions (I think 
more particularly of the 1972 Convention on World Heritage) are considered 
within the French Ministry of Culture: they are implemented by one department, 
more particularly dedicated to heritage issues, the Direction de I'Architecture 
et du Patrimoine (Department of Architecture and Heritage), to which the 
Anthropology Department (Mission Ethnologie) is subordinate. The aim of this 
chapter is to examine the reasons why the Mission Ethnologie was chosen within 
the Direction de I 'Architecture et du Patrimoine. 
The Mission Ethnologie between Anthropology, Research, and Heritage 
The Mission Ethnologie was founded in the 1980s. The department was called 
at the time Department of Anthropological Heritage (Mission du Patrimoine 
Ethnologique) to stress that the anthropological issues taken into consideration 
were more particularly focused on heritage matters, and did not have the ambition 
to cover the whole and vast field of anthropology. And to mark this even more 
clearly, the department was immediately included in the Direction de I Architecture 
et du Patrimoine. Nevertheless, the then Mission du Patrimoine Ethnologique 
added something new to the Direction de F Architecture et du Patrimoine, that 
was, until the creation of the Anthropology Department, almost exclusively 
dedicated to material heritage matters. The Mission du Patrimoine Ethnologique 
was created when French society was confronted with the disappearance of many 
traditional practices in France and when researchers became deeply aware of 
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this situation. The idea was not so much to protect monuments and objects, as to 
become aware of a whole area, composed of music, dances, skills, rituals, and so 
forth, that was disappearing and transforming itself. So the Mission du Patrimoine 
Ethnologique (which changed its name in 2000 to become Mission Ethnologic), 
added a new element to the notion of heritage, and this new element was composed 
of issues that could be classified as non-tangible, even before the word intangible 
became common in the researches on heritage issues. Therefore, it appeared quite 
obvious that the Mission Ethnologic be chosen to implement the second UNESCO 
Convention, after ratification by France. 
The Reasons for the Choice of the Mission for the Implementation of the Con-
vention 
First, as the Mission du Patrimoine Ethnologique had to deal with heritage issues 
that were not specifically tangible, the themes of study the Mission and the fields 
that were to be described almost 25 years later in the UNESCO Convention on 
ICH, are more or less the same. From the very beginning, the Mission undertook 
researches in areas that are dealt with in the text of the convention: oral traditions 
and expressions, social practices, rituals and festive events, knowledge and 
practices concerning nature and the universe; traditional craftsmanship. Some 
anthropologists in France even go as far as to say that the programme of the 
UNESCO Convention on ICH was already contained in the founding programme 
of the Mission Ethnologic. 
Second, the Mission was used to the idea and methodology of an inventory. 
It launched an inventory in 2004, called PortEthno (available on the net at www. 
culture.gouv.fr/mpe/portethno). This inventory aims at drawing a list of selected 
places where a researcher can find useful information on anthropological matters, 
based on various sources (such as archives, videos, red tape documents). It also 
offers a description of various associations, museums, and places with interesting 
anthropological initiatives. During the period in which the members of the Mission 
were working on this project, they experienced various aspects of the problematics 
of making an inventory of anthropological facts. This made them sensitive to the 
problems and questions that may arise concerning an inventory of ICH. 
Third, apart from this aspect linked to reflections on the notion of 
inventories, and to the practical aspects and issues that may arise, the Mission also co-
finances a laboratory with the CNRS {Centre nationale de recherche scientifique). 
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dealing with the history of the Institution of Culture. Its acronym is LAH1C, 
for Laboratoire de I 'Anthropologie et de I'Histoire de I'Institution de la Culture, 
or Laboratory of the Anthropology and History of the Cultural Institution. The 
director of the Laboratory, Daniel Fabre, is deeply conscious of the problems and 
questions that may arise out of the notion of ICH, and has favoured the creation of 
a workshop dealing with intangible heritage issues, directed by Chiara Bortolotto, 
a post-doctoral researcher, and myself. The workshop opened in October 2006. 
The idea is to create a space of reflection, independent from official aspects, where 
researchers and communities may explore together the problematics and issues 
linked to the introduction of the notion of ICH (The details of this workshop can 
be found at www.lahic.cnrs.fr). 
Thus, the Mission Ethnologie had the tools, the network, the structure, and 
practical achievements to respond to the aims of the convention. The reason why 
the Mission was chosen lies in the fact that the convention is not only based on 
diplomatic criteria, but requires both scientific expertise and a national network, 
if a State Party wishes to document its intangible cultural heritage in a proper 
manner. 
The Methods of the Anthropology Department in Inventorying 
Intangible Heritage 
The starting point for all action on ICH lies in the clear identification of 
manifestations that must be inscribed on an inventory. The Convention leaves 
each State Party quite free to draw the kind of inventory it wishes. France has 
decided to draw two inventories, an inventory of inventories on the one hand, and 
an inventory drawn with the collaboration of communities, on the other hand. 
An Inventory of Inventories 
This inventory aims at identifying the various inventories that have already 
been compiled in France concerning the various fields covered by the UNESCO 
convention, so as to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. This inventory takes 
into consideration the fact that a great deal of effort has already been done by 
various associations, most of them linked to the French State, in fields such as 
music and dance. This inventory is now in preparation. Through its collected 
manifestations and traditions, it outlines the perimeter and the relevant fields, the 
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elements already existing (inventory or pre-inventory), the policy of safeguarding, 
and the actors concerned. 
The advantage of this inventory is that it gives a portrait of all the 
main inventories that have already been made, but it has two main drawbacks. 
First, it deals with some elements that date back from quite a long time ago and 
may no longer be actively practiced, and second, it is deawn froman "expert" 
perspective and seldom takes into account what the communities themselves con-
sider as important. Therefore, it misses two of the main aims of the UNESCO 
convention. As a result, another inventory is in the making, focused more directly 
on the communities. 
A Second Inventory, Turned Towards the Communities 
This second inventory will be based on fieldwork. It will start from two points: 
the list of associations that have already been selected for PortEthno, and the con-
tacts that we have been making in the fields and geographical areas that have not 
been covered by the PortEthno inventory. 
The grid of this inventory draws its inspiration from the IREPI, In-
ventaire des ressources ethnologiques du patrimoine immatériel (Inventory of the 
Ethnological Resources of Intangible Heritage) in the Répertoire de l'Ethnologie 
et du Patrimoine Immatériel, that is being done by the Uni versité Laval of Quebec, 
under the direction of Professor Laurier Turgeon (http://www.ethnologie.chaire. 
ulaval.ca/). Though the fields selected are more or less the same, the philosophy 
of our inventory differs from the original model. The REP1 inventory is based on 
a repertory of persons, who are considered as being the embodiment of various 
traditions, whereas the French repertory tends to deal solely with manifestations, 
and doesn't mention the persons, because it considers them as the temporary bear-
ers of a tradition that they inherit, transform and transmit. The two repertories will 
be available on the net, under the umbrella site of the French Ministry of Culture, 
which is in the process of being presented to the public. 
The Issues of an ICH Inventory for France 
If an inventory can enable someone to know more less what he is dealing with, it 
is not neutral. It puts names on manifestations that are therefore circumscribed, 
maybe too strictly, or in an improper way, and it also sheds extra light on elements 
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that had been privately shared by members of specific communities for decades, 
or even centuries, and therefore may fall into the trap of over-exposure, with the 
risk of being transformed, perhaps forever. These questions are general, and may 
apply to all the countries that have ratified the convention. But other problems 
arise in France, that are linked with its own specifities. I don't pretend that I am 
able to give an exhaustive list of all the issues that may arise in France. I can only 
describe a few of them in the following paragraph, and 1 am afraid I can only ask 
more questions that give answers to them. 
The main issue is linked with the appearance of this convention, at a 
special moment in the history of the French state. France has a strong centralizing 
tradition. Throughout its history, it has aimed at uniting the various parts of 
its territory. It is not untrue to say that, to a certain extent, this centralizing 
tendency was at the root of the disappearance of many regional traditions. Now, 
the movement seems to be the reverse: decentralization has become important 
(indeed, one of the services of the Direction de I'Architecture et du Patrimoine, 
the Inventaire General, is totally under the responsibility of local communities). 
But if regions are becoming more and more in charge of heritage matters, what 
is the role of the professional specialists? Will it be recognized, admitted by the 
communities, and the local authorities? UNESCO requires that the Convention 
must be implemented on a national level. Therefore, it makes the Ministry of 
Culture the one recipient of all the dossiers the communities will make if they 
want to be inscribed on either of the two UNESCO lists, but it appears quite clear 
now that the usual way of dealing with them (transmission to the Ministry via the 
regional administrations depending directly on the French central State) will no 
longer be the only process. Private and local Associations may well pass on their 
candidacies to local authorities, or directly to the Ministry of Culture, and we 
may not be able to judge their validity, if no direct role in the process is played by 
people whose scientific authority is well recognized. 
To conclude, I would say that we are in the process of working on a 
notion which, given its very vagueness, is open to discussion and elaboration. 
The ratification of this Convention is a key moment for French anthropology, 
not to mention, of course, for the Mission Ethnologie. I would even say that 
the issues of ICH for the French State, the anthropological discipline, and the 
Mission Ethnologie , are crucial. ICH blurs the boundaries between tangible and 
intangible heritages, as it no longer stresses the importance of the objects, but of 
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the processes within their contexts. It also raises the crucial issue of the relation 
between a scientific discipline, the people it has always had the ambition to 
study, and the emergence of the communities per se. It forces us to ask ourselves 
questions about the scope, contents, of the anthropological discipline, as well as 
deep political issues about the responsibility for culture, between the role of the 
Central State and regional administrations. 
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A NEW HERITAGE: THE "EURO-HERITAGE" 
Caterina Franchini 
University Studies Abroad Consortium (USAC), 
Turin, Italy 
IT is well-known that in many cultural contexts there is still, even at an unconscious level, a thin line of discrimination against the inherent heritage 
value attributed to the architecture of the last two centuries, as compared to that 
of the previous centuries. 
Accordingly, an attempt must be made to define the specificities of 
identification and acknowledgment of contemporary architecture as a valuable 
heritage to be passed on. In my study (Franchini 2002)' 1 have tried to recreate the 
geography of a complex legal-administrative panorama developing in national, 
international and supranational contexts, in order to extrapolate those direct or 
indirect lapses in the acknowledgment of the value of the contemporary asset, on 
its preservation and enhancement. 
National Heritage: the 'Antiquity' Value 
The existence of age limits (dates ante-quern) as criteria for the protection of 
immovable and movable assets is certainly the most obvious discriminatory aspect 
of the national-legal tools for the direct protection of the 20th- and 21st- century 
architectural heritage.2 
The immeasurable quantity of contemporary heritage - "a dark" number, 
as it would be called in criminology - is the problematic aspect for the selection 
of specific buildings to be protected. The criteria for selection differ from one 
country to another and usually depend on how the entire spectrum of contemporary 
heritage has been studied and inventoried. Some countries have intentionally 
limited the legal protection of assets of the 20th and 21 st century, waiting to define 
the general inventory, while others take into consideration only the recent works 
included in thematic or typological repertories, either regional or local. 
Indeed, the recognition of the specificities of contemporary heritage is 
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much more evident on a regional and/or a local context than on a national one. It 
is important to observe that in a large number of European countries, apart from 
general inventories of legally protected assets, there are also special inventories of 
contemporary buildings. 
Nowadays, the focus of the effort to preserve and enhance modem or 
contemporary heritage is concentrated on the few buildings and sites of national 
or world-wide value. In the national context, the persistence of age limitations 
show that the most important value is still the "antiquity" value. 
International Heritage: the Outstanding Universal Value 
Since international legislation for direct protection does not exist, every State 
applies its own regulations. Taking as an example the inscription procedures for 
the UNESCO World Heritage List, it is well-known that the applicant State-Party 
commits itself to guarantee the protection and the enhancement of the inscribed 
asset making use of its own legislation. Consequently it cannot delegate this 
responsibility to the international institution (UNESCO). 
Through international conventions ("hard law"), the international organizations 
(world-wide or European) encourage policies of protection and the creation of 
UNESCO'S World Heritage: 19th- and 20th-century properties 
DATE olinscription and COUNTRY ASSETS 
1978 POLAND 
SPAIN 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BRAZIL 
GERMANY 
SWEDEN 
ITALY 
LAO People's Democratic Republic 
GERMANY 
FINLAND 
NETHERLANDS 
1997 SPAIN 
1998 NETHERLANDS 
1999 GERMANY 
BELGIUM 
NETHERLANDS 
VENEZUELA (Bolivian Republic of) 
GERMANY 
SWEDEN 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
ISRAEL 
AUSTRALIA 
INDIA 
MEXICO 
SWEDEN 
CHILE 
FRANCE 
SPAIN 
CHILE 
POLAND 
SPAIN 
Auschwitz Concentration Camp 
Works of Antoni Caudi 
Statue of Liberty (sculptor Bartholdi, Gustave Eiffel, 1886) 
Brasilia (urban planner Lucio Costa, arcMect OscarNtemeyer, 1956) 
Volklingen Ironworks 
Skogskyrkogirden (Stockholm cemetery. 191 7-1920) 
Crespi d'Adda (19th- and earlv20th-centurv comoanv town) 
Town of Luang Prabang (also 19th and 20th colomai architecture) 
Bauhaus and its Sites in Weimar and Dessau (1919-1933) 
Verla Groundwood and Board Mill 
Defence Line of Amsterdam (fortification 1883-1920) 
Patau de la Müsica Catalana and Hospital de Sant Pau, Barcelona 
Ir.D.F. Woudaaemaal - D.F. Wouda Steam Pumping Station (1920) 
Museumsinsel (Museum Island). Berlin (1824-1930) 
Major Town Houses of the architect V. Horta (Brussels, end of 19th c ) 
Rietveld Schröderhuis (Schroder House, architect G T Rietveld, 1924) 
Zollverein Coat Mine Industrial Complex in Essen (20th c buildings) 
Mining Area of the Great Cooper Mountain in Fatun 
Tugendhat Villa in Brno (architect Mies van der Rohe} 
White City of Tei-Aviv-the Modem Movement(earlv 1930s- 1950s) 
Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens (1880-1888) 
Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus iformefivVictona Terminus, from 1878) 
Luis Barragan House and Studio (Mexico City, 1348) 
Varberg Radio Station at Grimeton (1922-1924) 
Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (from 1880) 
Le Havre, the City Rebuilt by Auguste Perret (1945-1964) 
Works of Antoni Gaudf (extention) 
Sewelt Mining Town 
Centennial Hall in Wroclaw (architect Max Berg, 1911-1913) 
Viacaya Bridge (architect Alberto de Palacio, 1893) 
Figure 1. 19th- and 20th-century properties included on the UNESCO's World Heritage 
List. 
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internal legislation by member States. They create shared theoretical-disciplinary 
platforms, but only through recommendations and policies ("soft law"). 
By investigating the UNESCO World Heritage List, we can establish that 
currently, out of a total of 830 properties (644 cultural, 162 natural and 24 mixed) 
situated in 138 State Parties, just thirty are 19th- and 20th-century assets and twenty 
of those are situated in ten EU countries. (Figure 1) The most-represented criteria 
of selection of 19th- and 20th -century heritage included on the UNESCO's World 
Heritage List are, in order of importance: 
To exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span 
of time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in 
architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or 
landscape design. 
To be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or 
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant 
stage(s) in human history. 
To represent a masterpiece of human creative genius3 
The directory of the thirty proprieties opens significantly with the concentration 
camp of Auschwitz, enrolled in 1979 for obvious historical motivations (the Statue 
of Liberty appears on the list five years later), followed, in 1984, by the inscription 
of some works by Antoni Gaudi. 
Apart from the listing of the city of Brasilia (1987), we must wait ten 
years for the reappearance on the list of 20th century assets. It is, in fact, only 
since 1994 that the registrations continue thanks to the Recommendation of the 
Council of Europe R (91) 13 and to the advisory role carried out since 1992 
by the DOCOMOMO organization upon request of the International Council 
on Monuments and Sites - ICOMOS (DOCOMOMO ISC/Register 1998).5 
Therefore, the acknowledgment of the specificity of 20th century heritage appears 
and intensifies, in an international context only since the second half of the 90's. 
However, from the time that the fundamental criteria for recording cultural 
assets established by the Paris Convention (UNESCO 1972) became "outstanding 
universal value" and the "value of authenticity"6, a great part of the contemporary 
heritage that is made up of those "minor" evidences, characterized by a high "use 
value," remains logically excluded (Vanlaethem 1998). Outstanding universal 
value is the one which most represents the international heritage. 
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Supranational Heritage: Euro-heritage and Value of Networking 
In the frame of the European Union policy for a sustainable development7 of the 
entire European territory, non-monumental buildings or sites could contribute 
to protect the environment and to enhance the cultural, social and economic 
contexts: the old city centres, suburban districts, no-longer-used industrial areas 
and infrastructures, rural and coastal areas, and so on. 
The following considerations are the result of research carried out by the 
author at the European Commission on 600 projects financed up to 2000 by the 
EU. At that time there were fifteen Member States. 
Figure 2. 19th- and 20th-century assets included on 
European Union's programs of local cooperation. 
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Concerning the principle of "integrated heritage conservation"8, planned 
innovation can be found in the strategic features that built assets can take on for 
the development of entire territorial areas. Recognition of the interactions between 
architectural assets and economic (also cultural) activities leads to the identification 
of networks which, unifying several tangible and intangible assets, can be the means 
for enhancing a much larger European area than would be the case for just a single 
asset. 
Indeed, thanks to its wide-ranging distribution and typological-functional 
variety (whether an expression of traditional or modernist positions), 19th- and 
20th-century architecture, little known to the public at large, has shown itself to be 
the most suitable for channelling the EU's policies. This specific heritage reveals 
the key elements of a strategy in which the promotion of cultural signs is not only 
directed towards local or regional development but also towards enhancing wider 
and less known built heritages. Through the application of the above-mentioned 
strategy, the national and international trend to undervalue and consequently lose 
elements of contemporary history would be diminished. 
Within the frame of national regulations, the large number of 19th- and 
20th-century architectural assets represents the main obstacle to actions of legal 
protection as well as the permanence in law of age limits (ante-quem). However, 
within the frame of EU policies for long-term development, precisely this large 
number plays to the advantage of the "strategic enhancement" carried out by 
European programmes (Fig. 2-3) 
The logic underlying the processes of long-term development introduces 
the need to integrate "permanent information" with "variable information" and 
also envisages possible values. Acquiring variable information implies applying 
monitoring programmes to register the state of conservation and also the various 
factors of risk, such as building use or, instead, its contrary, non-use. The first requires 
suitable maintenance of the structure, while the second implies its probable resulting 
deterioration. Indeed, material conditions, factors of risk and ownership present a high 
degree of variability over time. Consequently, passing from a restrictive conception 
of preservation to an active one, and the increasing acceptance of the "long-term 
development" principle shift conservation issues to a management level. 
To conclude, the cultural projects financed by European programmes, for 
their capacity to cross administrative barriers, seem to configure a new heritage 
that we can name 'Euro-heritage'. The most important value of this new heritage is 
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EURO-HERITAGE 
Projects financoded by the European Commission 
CULTURAL NETWORKS OF TRANSNATIONAL COOPERAT 
- : . • ; : NETWORK • HERITAGE PRQJEC 
In'-M^'-Vl^lvTgim 
TVCMAT1C ifc, European military archrtecture researcti 
UK (NL) ^ (1997) consefvaoon 
THEMATIC ; , Konstant inSteparavivMelnikcwand ' , 
NL (l. D. RUS) E £ i the construction of Moscow {1997) ^ ^ q 
1>EMAT1C 
A(D.HR I) 
THEMATIC 
i (A. F) 
THEMATIC 
FNL (E, &R) 
TYPOLOGICAL One hundred houses for one 
I (A, CZ, FIN N K I S I hun t ted European architects of the - ^ j ^ . 
P) E * ^ XX century 
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'
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Figure 3.19th- and 20th-century assets included on 
European Union's programs of transnational cooperation. 
the value of networking. 19th and 20th-century buildings and sites are particularly 
suitable to channel that value. Obviously, this value does not belong exclusively to 
contemporary heritage. 
The analysis of projects realised in the frame of various EU programmes has 
shown that the construction of typological, thematic or stylistic networks achieves 
two fundamental objectives. In fact, the networks allow the exchange of problems 
and methodology of conservation and unify monumental and "minor" heritage in 
a common space. This space has a variable geometry that each actor of the project 
is, in principle, free to define. The actors of the projects also become creators of 
the Euro-heritage, The organisation in a network of the project itself, the multiple-
disciplinary nature of the theoretical and practical research and the trans-national 
or inter-regional dimensions allow the new European-heritage become a multiple-
heritage. 
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The current enlargement of the EU to 27 member states implies that 
the new heritage could increase and develop to include new architectural assets 
not yet recognised; this will increase the number of networks and create new 
ones. The heritage of the latest countries to enter Europe will channel economic 
resources and will bring from and to the eastern regions of Europe new basic 
themes concerning the heritage. 
Endnotes 
1 Part of the result of the Ph.D. study is published (Franchini 2007) and part 
has been presented at the International Conference: Conservation in Changing 
Societies: Heritage and Development (Raymond Lemaire International Centre 
for Conservation - RLICC, K.U. Leuven - Belgium, 22 - 25 May 2006) by a 
poster titled: Sauvegarde et 'mise en réseau' de I 'architecture du XXe siècle. La 
reconnaissance du patrimoine en fo net ion de I'attribution des valeurs. 
2 The age limits are: 50 years in Denmark, Italy and The Netherlands; 30 years 
in the United Kingdom of Great Britain; and the presence of a "living author" in 
Spain and Italy. 
3 UNESCO. 1972. Available from http://www.unesco.org accessed 30 September 
2007. 
4 The International working party for documentation and conservation of 
buildings, sites and neighbourhoods of the modern movement (DOCOMOMO) 
has, since its foundation (1989, Eindhoven), focussed on architectural production 
connected with the Modem Movement. 
5 Since 1992 DOCOMOMO has undertaken a search program on 20th -century 
heritage in order to verify to which extent the established selection criteria for 
inscription on the World Heritage List were applicable to buildings and sites of the 
Modem Movement. Among the twenty assets identified in the ISC/REGISTER, in 
2000 Schroder House - Utrecht (G. Th. Rietveld) has been enrolled on the World 
Heritage List. 
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6 The Nara ICOMOS Conference (1994) has pointed out the relativity of the concept 
of authenticity applied to the world-wide heritage. Since the following international 
debate it appears that in evaluating the authenticity of modem architecture some 
replacements of materials and other alterations were considered acceptable 
provided that the characters of the original idea remain recognizable on a formal 
level to spatial and visual perception. The Nara Document on Authenticity was 
drafted by the 45 participants at the Nara Conference on Authenticity in Relation 
to the World Heritage Convention, held at Nara, Japan, from 1-6 November 1994, 
at the invitation of the Agency for Cultural Affairs (Government of Japan) and 
the Nara Prefecture. The Agency organized the Nara Conference in cooperation 
with UNESCO, ICCROM and ICOMOS. The final version of the Nara Document 
has been edited by the general rapporteurs of the Nara Conference, Mr. Raymond 
Lemaire and Mr. Herb Stovel. 
7 The concept of "sustainable development" has been accepted throughout the 
world through the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
- UNCED ('Earth Summit') held in 1992 at Rio de Janeiro (Brazil, June 3-14). 
In 1996, the final Declaration and Resolutions of the 4th Conference of the 
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, held in Helsinki (30-31 May), 
insist on the necessity to widen the concept of "integrated heritage conservation" 
by introducing the protection of cultural heritage in a process of enduring and 
sustainable development. The Helsinki Declaration (1996) focuses on the political 
dimension of cultural heritage conservation in Europe and the accompanying 
Resolutions. Issues covered include the cultural heritage as an economic asset; the 
cultural heritage in the process of sustainable development; sustainable strategies 
for cultural tourism; and the role of the state, public authorities and voluntary 
organizations. 
8 The Amsterdam Declaration of the Congress on European Architectural 
Heritage introduced the concept of 'integrated heritage conservation'. This 
concept is now enshrined in the founding text, the Convention for the protection of 
the Architectural Heritage of Europe (the Granada Convention, 3 October 1985, 
art. 10). The concept of "integrated heritage conservation" creates the bases for 
the introduction of conservation policies in a context of development. 
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AUSTRALIA'S HERITAGE AT RISK AND IN 
CRISIS: AN OUTLINE OF HERITAGE POLICY 
FAILURE AND SUGGESTED REFORMS FROM A 
COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVE 
Kelly Henderson 
Australia 
The Australian Government has inherited a National Estate which has been downgraded, 
disregarded and neglected. All previous priorities accepted at various levels of 
government authority have been directed by a concept that uncontrolled development, 
economic growth and "progress, " and the encouragement of private as against public 
interest in land use, use of waters, and indeed in every part of the National Estate, was 
paramount, (AGPS, 1974) 
AS a signatory to the 1972 Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage the Australian Government undertakes to 
identify, protect and conserve natural and cultural heritage. More than three 
decades have now elapsed since the passage of heritage protection legislation, and 
it is chilling to review Australia's Report of the National Estate (1974) and find 
recommendations, equally valid today, that are yet to be implemented. 
Increasingly the burden for protecting heritage falls upon individuals and 
communities severely under-resourced against threats arising from government 
policies, decisions, actions and inaction. Sites such as Adelaide's Park Lands, Lake 
Eyre, the Nullarbor Plain, Burrup Peninsula/Dampier Archipelago, and Carlton 
Gardens demonstrate systemic failure at all levels of government. Australia's 
highly politicized contentious heritage regime still appears geared to uncontrolled 
development, economic growth and "progress". This paper aims to outline major 
and emergent threats to Australia's heritage and to suggest reforms. 
State Powers 
Federation of the Australian States is generally considered to have formed a nation. 
In reality Australia consists of territories and independent sovereign states which 
ceded limited powers to a national government to make laws for the peace, order. 
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and good government of the Commonwealth in relation to specific matters listed in 
Part V. 51 (i)-(xxxviii) of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act. Although 
this list is long, the States retain substantial powers. 
Notably, theConstitution does not explicitly grantthe Australian Government 
power to make laws for identification, protection and conservation of heritage, 
and States have separate and disparate heritage and development legislation. This 
contributes to ongoing destruction of sites entered on Australia's Register of the 
National Estate (RNE). 
Australia's Register of the National Estate 
In 1973 Australia's National Estate was described as "the things that you keep" 
and a committee of enquiry was appointed. Their recommendations included 
legislative protection, extensive funding provisions, and that "classification of areas 
and buildings under the World Heritage (WH) Convention should begin at once" 
(AGPS 1974, 339). 
On 19 June 1975 - prior to the WH Convention taking effect in Australia 
and elsewhere - the Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 came into operation. 
This legislation did not bind Australia's State Governments. Obligations for 
protection were imposed on Commonwealth Ministers, departments, authorities and 
Commonwealth owned companies (under subsections 30( 1) or 30(2)). These came 
into force when a place was on the RNE, or the Interim List. 
Due to recent legislative amendments RNE-listed sites no longer enjoy this 
protection. In South Australia it seems inclusion on the RNE had never prevented 
Australian Government decisions damaging heritage values of RNE-listed sites 
such as Port Adelaide, the Adelaide Botanic Gardens, and Adelaide's Park Lands. It 
could be argued that the Register was decommissioned because it was deteriorating 
into an embarrassing record of damaged nationally significant and potential WH 
sites, including several which State and/or Local Govemment(s) had permitted to 
be demolished. The demise of the RNE is of serious concern because over 75% of 
Australian sites were recognised and protected by inclusion on the RNE years in 
advance of their inscription on the WH List (Table I). 
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Site 
Willandra 
Kakadu National Park 
Great Barrier Reef 
Lord Howe Island Group 
Tasmanian Wilderness 
Central Eastern Rainforest 
Uluru - Kata Tjuta Na-
tional 
Park, Lasseter Hwy, 
Yulara, NT 
Wet Tropics of Queensland 
Shark Bay 
Fraser Island 
Australian Fossil Mammal 
sites (Naracoorte & River-
sleigh) 
Heard and McDonald 
Islands 
Macquarie Island 
Greater Blue Mountains 
Area 
Purnululu National Park 
Royal Exhibition Building 
and Carlton Gardens 
World 
Heritage 
Listing 
1981 
1981 
1987 
1992 
1981 
1982 
1982 
1986 
1994 
1987 
1988 
1991 
1992 
1994 
1997 
1997 
2000 
2003 
2004 
Register of the National Estate 
Place Id: 689 21/03/1978 
Place Id: 15079 18/04/1989 
Place Id: 8320 14/05/1991 
Place Id:201 21/03/1978 
South West National Park 
Place ld; 11918 08/07/1980 
Place Id: various 1978/1992 
Place Id: 191 21/03/1978 
Place Id: 14840 Interim List: 
26/04/1988 
Place Id: 19791 26/10/1999 
Place Id: 8727 13/09/1977 
Riversleigh Place Id: 14728 
21/11/2000 
Naracoorte Caves Consevation Area: 
Place Id80I3 28/09/1982 
Place Id:I3656 1/11/1983 
Place Id: 11923 21/10/1980 
Place Id: 832 25/08/1981 
Place Id: 10164 30/05/1995 
Royal Exhibition Bldg 
Place ld:5173 21/03/1978 
Carlton Gardens Conservation Area 
Place Id: 5274 21/10/1980 
State 
NSW 
NT 
QLD 
TAS 
NSW 
QLD 
NT 
QLD 
WA 
QLD 
QLD 
VIC 
SA 
EXT 
TAS 
NSW 
WA 
VIC 
Table 1. Australian sites inscribed on the World Heritage List and their dates of 
inclusion on the Australian Register of the National Estate. 
World Heritage in Australia 
On 17 December 1975 the WH Convention entered into force in Australia (AGPS, 
1995) and subsequently the World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 was 
passed. This was significant because by 1980 a "National Hobby of Demolition" 
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had been identified, which would generate fundamental conflicts. In fact, "in no 
other nation has the Convention created so much controversy as it has in Australia" 
(Jenkin 2001 referring to Suter 1999). 
State opposition to WH listings has seen the battle to protect heritage 
enter Australia's High Court. Influential cases such as the Tasmanian Dams 
{Commonwealth v Tasmania), Lemonthyme-Southern Forest {Richardson v 
Forestry Commission of Tasmania) and the Daintree-Wet Tropics {Queensland 
v Commonwealth) (Behrens 1991) confirmed the Commonwealth's jurisdiction 
over environmental management (Lane, Corbett and McDonald 1996). However, 
according to Jenkin, "the legitimacy of past High Court interpretations of the 
Commonwealth's constitutional powers with regards to World Heritage" has been 
questioned by a former Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia: "... the 
nomination of Australian territory as being of international heritage value was not 
an affair of the federation; and consequently for that reason the statute was void" 
(Jenkin 2001). 
S A V E L A K E E Y R E 
FROM <M) CANBERRA 
Say 'NO' to World Heritage Listing 
Figure 1. Lake Eyre Catchment Protection Croup's sticker 
The practice of seeking the consent of State Governments has effectively 
deadlocked the nomination process for sites ear-marked for WH nomination 
such as South Australia's Lake Eyre: "Senator Hill says that due to a lack of 
community and State government support the Commonwealth has decided not 
to pursue a proposed nomination for World Heritage Listing at this time on the 
basis that increased community efforts will deliver the best protection of the area's 
conservation values" (Hill 1998). Such euphemisms cloaked the massive backlash 
against World Heritage (See Figure 1). 
Nor is the outcome ideal for Australia's inscribed WH properties, which 
are subject to preventable damage, such as the inappropriate usage of Carlton 
Gardens for major events like Melbourne's International Flower and Garden 
Show, despite community opposition: 
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Council and State Government are potentially in positions of conflict... 
The grass roots reality is that each year the Gardens are treated as 
a construction site and take months to recover... in not funding the 
master plan. Council has prejudiced it ability to lobby State and 
Federal Governments for additional funding for improvements and 
management arising from the world heritage listing of the Gardens. 
(Carlton Gardens Group 2005) 
In "the 1990s Australian state governments adopted.. .neoliberal urban development 
policies" (Lowes 2004) which have resulted in serious Government-sanctioned 
destruction of Victoria's historic parks. 
With the States not being signatories to, and hence are not bound by, the 
WH Convention, heritage is very poorly protected in Australia, if at all. 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Major changes to environmental legislation recognised heritage as being of 
environmental significance, grafting it onto an already unwieldy and cumbersome 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). 
Starting with a clean slate two new (empty) lists were established: the National 
Heritage List and Commonwealth Heritage List, placing another hurdle in the 
path to WH nomination, "the Government intends that potentially outstanding 
heritage sites be assessed for inscription on the national heritage list in the first 
instance." (Kemp 2002) 
The membership of the Australian Heritage Council assessing National 
Heritage nominations is largely comprised of members connected with New South 
Wales or Victoria, and NSW and Victorian sites predominate on the National and 
Commonwealth Heritage lists. For under-represented States this may have serious 
implications, potentially restricting access to national heritage funding and limiting 
subsequent opportunities for WH assessment and nomination. 
Repeal of the World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 and 
Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 should be of concern because the 
EPBC Act is evidently a dead letter as far as cultural heritage is concerned, and 
seems little better as regards natural heritage. According to the Australia Institute, 
the assessment and approval (EEA) regime "failed to produce any noticeable 
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improvements in environmental outcomes", and furthermore, "actions that were 
having the most detrimental affects" were "rarely referred to the Minister and, 
when they were, the Minister had failed to take adequate steps to ensure appropriate 
conservation outcomes" and had failed to carry out adequate enforcement despite 
evidence of "widespread non-compliance"(Australia Institute 2005). 
In a subsequent review the Act was accused of impeding economic growth 
and it was suggested that given "the minor nature of the environmental benefits that 
the regime has generated, it appears that it remains a significant waste of taxpayers' 
resources. If the Government refuses to use the legislation constructively, it should 
be abolished and the money redirected to other areas."(Macintosh 2006) 
Conservation of Australia's historic heritage places 
On 6 April 2005 the Australian Treasurer, Peter Costello, requested the Productivity 
Commission undertake an inquiry into the policy framework and incentives for the 
conservation of Australia's historic built heritage places (CAPPH). The Inquiry's 
Draft Report attracted international attention and condemnation. (PC, 2006) 
Donovan Rypkema's submission was particularly direct: "Had this Draft Report 
only had implications for Australia, it is doubtful that as an American 1 would 
have spent the time to read the entire report.. .This is an international affront to the 
built heritage of all of us. 1 sincerely believe this is not a document with which to 
compromise. I believe this report needs to be loudly, strongly, and publicly rejected 
for what it is." (2006). He went on to state: "the Draft Report is not a document one 
would expect from a highly respected government research agency.. .this approach 
to heritage conservation will have serious adverse effects on historic properties, not 
just in Australia, but will provide ammunition for anti-preservation movements and 
rabid 'property rights' proponents throughout the world." (2007) 
The Productivity Commission recommended State Governments repeal 
legislation establishing National Trusts. South Australia's National Trust had 
been established in 1955 by concerned members of the public aiming to conserve 
historic structures and sites of natural beauty—two decades ahead of the Australian 
Government's legislation for the protection of Australia's National Estate. 
Immediate conflict with Government was evident: "This state has not sinned alone 
... as one of its first duties to the community (the Trust) will have to censure the 
State Government..." 
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Case Study: Adelaide Park Lands, South Australia 
The reluctance to protect Adelaide's Park Lands demonstrates anomalies between 
the separate national, state and local government heritage lists. Adelaide's Park 
Lands were entered on the RNE in 1985. A South Australian State Heritage 
nomination, lodged in February 1986, remains unprocessed despite over seven 
subsequent applications and identification of potential WH values. WH listing was 
raised in December 1996 (Penick 1996). Two years later a cultural significance 
assessment suggested Adelaide's Park Lands might potentially meet three WH 
criteria (Donovan and Associates 1998). 
In November 2000, Dr David Jones, then Honorary Secretary Australia 
ICOMOS stated: "The Park Lands, and its configuration within Light's Plan, 
itself would fall within the definition of a 'cultural landscape' under the [WH] 
Convention and possesses ... potential eligibility for a world heritage nomination 
[with] their design integrity ... conceptually the same as that proposed by Light" 
(Jones, 2000). 
Figure 2. Colonel William Light's Plan of the City 
of Adelaide, South Australia, 1837. Adelaide City 
Council Archives. 
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On 2 October, 2001 a committee of the Local Government body, Adelaide 
City Council, resolved: "That the State Government be advised.. .Council would 
be supportive of a submission by the Government for World Heritage Listing of 
Colonel Light's Plan for the City of Adelaide which includes the Park Lands" 
(Huang, 2002). (See Fig. 2) 
Council's submission to the Parliamentary Select Committee on Adelaide 
Park Lands Protection communicated unequivocal support: "Council supports 
World Heritage Listing in principle even though it could constrain Council's 
ability to decide on management of the Park Lands. The Council has recently 
been successful in getting Light's Plan accepted for listing on the Register of 
the National Estate and World Heritage Listing would be suitable recognition 
of its international significance" (Adelaide City Council 2001). Yet Australia's 
World Heritage Branch has not acted upon an August 2001 request for the City of 
Adelaide to be placed on Australia's World Heritage Tentative List, stating: "The 
Commonwealth government would be unlikely to proceed to assess the outstanding 
universal value of a place unless it had the strong support of the relevant state and 
local government" (Maloney 2001) 
Other impediments have been raised by the Minister for Environment and 
Heritage: "There are an increasing number of Australian places being suggested 
for World Heritage nomination. With the current limitation of one Australian 
nomination per year and the number of nomination assessments in the pipeline it 
will be many years before further worthwhile places are dealt with." (Kemp 2002) 
South Australia's Minister for Environment and Conservation, on 22 August 2002, 
echoed this stance: "...it does not seem likely that either [the City of Adelaide 
or the Nullarbor] can be progressed in the near future. It is my understanding that 
Australia is only able to forward one site for World Heritage listing each year and 
that there are a number of other proposals already under consideration that will be 
receiving attention over the next three or four years" (Hill 2002). 
In February 2005, Council's nomination for National Heritage under the amended 
EPBC Act communicated support for World Heritage nomination of the City 
of Adelaide historic layout and Park Lands to the Australian Heritage Council: 
"Council believes that the City of Adelaide Historic Layout and Park Lands is 
of such significance to the nation and indeed the world, that it would warrant 
World Heritage Listing" (Harbison 2005). "With respect to your recommendation 
advocating World Heritage nomination of the parklands, you should note that there 
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is no public nomination process and no Australian tentative list" (Bruce 2005). 
Towards the end of 2005 "new and serious threats arose with the passage 
of legislation including the Adelaide Park Lands Act, 2005, Victoria Square Act, 
2005, and Mile End Underpass Act, 2005." Independent research identifies the 
dedication and trust applying to the Adelaide Park Lands as significant in world 
terms, associated with the work of Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill, and 
having the potential to meet four WH criteria (Henderson 2006, 2007). 
CaseStudy: BurrupPeninsula/Dampier Archipelago, Western Australia 
Burrup Peninsula demonstrates the need for automatic interim protection following 
independent identification of heritage values, and the ongoing advocacy of state 
National Trusts (see www.burrup.org). In 2005 the assessment of Scientific Values 
of Indigenous Cultural Heritage on the Dampier Archipelago (McDonald 2005) 
commented on eight National Heritage criteria (See Fig. 3). 
"The Dampier Archipelago contains one of the largest, densest, 
stylistically and technologically diverse, and arguably ancient (and continuously 
used) engraved (petroglyph) rock art provinces in the world" (McDonald 2006). 
"While different state and federal heritage statutes currently serve to manage, 
protect and mitigate the loss of cultural heritage, they have little efficacy without 
the existence of an adequately comprehensive and overarching Cultural Heritage 
World Heritage Management Plan. Only such a plan would provide the necessarily 
"tailored" instrument to manage the archaeology of the Dampier Archipelago" 
(McDonald 2006). Most importantly, the report goes on to assess the criteria for 
including the Dampier Archipelago rock art in a serial WH nomination. Four WH 
criteria are covered, aiming "to draw attention to the fact that the universal values 
of the Archipelago exceed the thresholds for World Heritage Listing under each 
criteria" (McDonald 2005). 
On 21 December 2006 the Australian Government rejected an emergency 
application for inclusion of an area of the Dampier Archipelago (Burrup Peninsula) 
on Australia's National Heritage List. Despite a determination that "National 
Heritage values may be present across the Dampier Archipelago", the Minister 
decided that "any threat posed by the proposed development are minor" and "the 
economic and social benefits of the proposed development outweighed the retention 
of the single site that may have National Heritage value" (Campbell 2006). 
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Figure 3. Burrup Peninsula, Islands of the Dampier Archipelago and Dampler Coast, 
Western Australia. Revised National Heritage List Nomination Boundary, map produced 
by Heritage Division, Department of the Environment and Heritage, 11-9-2006. 
Case Study: The Nullarbor Plain (SA/WA) 
The Nullarbor Plain demonstrates impediments to WH nomination of sites that 
span State boundaries. With identification of four potential WH values as early as 
1992, and most areas of the Nullarbor "open to mineral exploration, production 
and other exploitative activities" and a "large mineral sands mine...on the agenda" 
(The Wilderness Society 2006) another Australian mining/heritage confrontation 
seems inevitable. The Nullarbor comprises the world's largest continuous karst 
area. A report by Davey et al, (1992) identified 529 karst features and recommended 
an area for World Heritage listing spanning the South Australia/Western Australia 
border (See Fig. 4). 
Davey concluded: "The property arguably qualifies under all four of the 
World Heritage Committee's natural heritage criteria...and satisfies the required 
conditions of integrity. It is recommended that the property identified in... 
option 4...be discussed among the three governments involved; with a view to 
the Australian Government submitting a nomination for that region to the World 
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Figure 4. Recommended Nullarbor World Heritage property (from consideration oT 
karst and related aspects only), Davey et al 1992. 
Heritage Committee..." (1992). Despite agreement from the South Australian 
Government, the proposed WH nomination lacks support from the Western 
Australian Government and therefore has not proceeded. 
Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPPs) 
In addition to inadequate resources and systemic impediments. Strategic Litigation 
Against Public Participation law suits (SLAPPs) are an emerging threat to heritage, 
discouraging people from active public participation. Statistics indicate that this 
phenomenon is most prevalent in Australia, with South Australia having the highest 
number. A private member's bill to prevent the use of SLAPPs is proposed for 
South Australia (Pamell 2006) aiming to protect South Australians who engage in 
public debate on public interest issues. Yet such a Bill has little chance of being 
introduced unless it obtains the support of one of the major parties. 
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Reform 
Progress, far from consisting in change, depends on retentiveness. 
When change is absolute there remains no being to improve and no 
direction is set for possible improvement: and when experience is not 
retained, as among savages, infancy is perpetual. Those who cannot 
remember the past are condemned to repeat it. In the first stage of life, 
the mind is frivolous and easily distracted; it misses progress by failing 
in consecutiveness and persistence. This is the condition of children 
and barbarians, in which instinct has learned nothing from experience. 
[George Santayana (1863-1952) The Life of Reason, Volume 1, 1905, 
US (Spanish-bom) philosopher] 
Australia's heritage faces a highly politicised, fragmented obstacle course that 
lacks enforceable, automatic, mandatory protection across all levels of government. 
Reform should include: 
State Government implementation of the WH Convention. 
Increased resourcing (including for enforcement). 
Retention of the RNE and integration with State Heritage lists (similar 
to the UK). 
Assessment and secretariat independent of Government, mandatory 
for all sites meeting one or more criteria. 
Mandatory interim protection (triggered by nomination, assessment 
and identification of potential heritage value). 
Statutory provision for emergency listing, public appeal & 
enforcement. 
Conclusion 
Australia's National Estate faces an uncertain future with several RNE-listed 
sites already totally destroyed, damaged, or under imminent threat of destruction. 
Examination of the negative impact of recent legislative amendments on Australia's 
heritage and ongoing damage to inscribed and potential WH sites demonstrates 
that governments at the national, state, and local levels are major threats. 
For many years identification, protection and conservation of Australia's 
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heritage has been hampered by ineffectual policies, inappropriate structures and 
systems, lack of enforcement, and hopelessly inadequate resources. Important 
sites throughout Australia are unlikely to be conserved without access to interim 
emergency protection. Without significant reform the future of Australia's heritage 
is bleak. This paper has suggested reforms that have emerged from experiences of 
communities struggling to protect their endangered heritage. 
Australia's increasingly arbitrary heritage regime should be of concern 
to other nations because a large part of Australia's unprotected and threatened 
heritage is expected to meet one or more criteria under the WH Convention. 
As such, governments in Australia that fail their communities are acting to the 
detriment of peoples everywhere and impoverishing future generations. 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING AND 
THE CONSERVATION OF CAIRO'S BUILT 
CULTURAL HERITAGE (1 952-2006) 
Adham Fahmy 
Catholic University Leuven, Belgium 
IN Cairo, conservation predates planning in its modem legislative form. Although western European planning was introduced to Egypt as early as the 1830s, it 
only found its way to Cairo towards the second half of the nineteenth century 
(Volait 2005). By the turn of the twentieth century, large avenues were cut through 
Cairo's traditional urban fabric, while some of its old neighborhoods underwent 
serious gentrification in a clear attempt to emulate Hausmannian Paris. 
Since its advent in Cairo, planning became increasingly integrated into 
conservation and, in some respects, came to dominate it. The tension between 
these two disciplines began when Ali Mubarak, an Egyptian engineer trained 
in France who became later Egypt's first minister of Public Works, introduced 
his new tanzim regulations in 1868. To make room for the ambitious plans of 
his minister, Khedive Isma'il ordered the administrative separation of the two 
disciplines by creating the Comité de conservation des monuments de I'art arabe 
in 1881, a body that controlled conservation under the Ministry of Education. 
Well into the twentieth century, specialists in Europe were still debating on 
how to integrate planning and conservation. During the 1931 Athens Conference 
which was convened to discuss Ballanos' conservation work at the Acropolis, the 
first notions of urban preservation were mentioned by the Italian delegates. On the 
other hand, the CIAM Conference of 1933' promoted removing old city fabrics to 
make room for new forms of architecture and urbanism. The proponents of these 
two ideologies battled for predominance in Egypt from the 1930s until the 1952 
revolution, a period during which the status quo ante regarding the split between 
conservation and planning was maintained. 
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State-Socialism Planning 
1956 Long Range Urban Plan 
Ironically, the first model used for planning in 1956 was based on English town 
and country planning. The 1956 Long Range Urban Plan introduced notions of 
standards for size, containment, and development for the first time. Nevertheless, 
it left two damaging legacies: 
It recommended that industrial suburbs should absorb rural migrants, 
a measure that opened the door for informal housing and. 
It overlooked Cairo's historic core (Serageldin 1989). 
The 1969 Master Plan 
The Greater Cairo Commission, formed by President Nasser to tackle the growth 
of the capital, introduced a new plan in 1969 in an attempt to institute the policy of 
"concentrated decentralization". The guiding lines for this plan followed those of 
the Long Range Urban Plan of 1956 but failed to address its shortcomings. Large 
scale, state-subsidized, housing projects were introduced and vertical expansion 
increased. Having filled up the available urban space, informal housing began to 
encroach first on agricultural fields, then on the historic areas in Cairo and Giza. 
Alarmed by the rapidly expanding illicit dwellings at Nazlat al Semman village, 
UNESCO commissioned an urgent study to protect the visual and urban integrity 
of the pyramids plateau (Welbank 1968). 
On the other hand, the long-awaited-for millennial anniversary 
of Historic Cairo (969-1969) promised serious attention to the situation in the 
historic core. Unfortunately, the aftermath of the 1967 War and the continuing 
Middle East conflict hijacked the agenda, leaving Historic Cairo in a desperately 
intensifying climate of neglect and poverty. The waves of migrants from the war 
stricken Suez Canal cities aggravated the situation, while the operation to save the 
monuments of Nubia focused Egypt's conservation resources in the far south, thus 
ending any hope for extensive conservation projects in Historic Cairo. 
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Post-infitah planning 
1973 Urban Plan 
Egyptian technocrats trained in the U.S. and Europe found their way back to 
the top of the Greater Cairo Commission after President Sadat announced his 
infitah2 policy in 1970. The declared policy was one in which both planning and 
conservation should assume a role in the creation of a new national resource to 
earn money from tourism. The following years saw a surge in all sorts of urban 
rehabilitation schemes for Historic Cairo. 
The 1980s witnessed two promising propositions for urban rehabilitation 
in Cairo, the first by UNESCO and the other, an "area conservation" proposition, 
by the German Archaeological Institute. Although very limited in scope (mainly 
the area of al Darb al Asfar), the German plan was awarded the prestigious Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture in 1986. Yet low quality restorations soared in 
the 1980s as well. The works executed by the IsmaiTi Bohra Sect, for example, 
exhibited a mixture of over-reconstruction and poor choice of conservation 
material in addition to the loss of many original stucco decorations from Cairo's 
main Fatimid monuments. 
1983 Greater Cairo Master Scheme 
The General Organization for Physical Planning, in collaboration with the French 
Institut d'amênagement et d'urbanisme de la region ile de France, prepared the 
Greater Cairo Long-range Master Scheme in 1983. This plan revolved around 
four main concepts: 
Creating 'Homogeneous Sectors,' 
Designating 'development corridors' to channel urban growth; 
Building new settlements in the desert to accommodate Cairo's surplus 
population and, 
Creating a "Ring Road" to alleviate traffic congestions while providing 
direct links to the settlements and towns in the desert (GOPP, 1AURIF 
1983). 
This plan was updated in 1990 (GOPP 1996) with an eye to addressing Historic 
Cairo's autonomy, high population density, and enhance employment and basic 
services for its inhabitants. The new update remained faithful to the original 
directives: improving accessibility to the new historic centre by a tunnel under 
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al Azhar Street, preserving the built heritage and its surroundings, upgrading the 
infrastructure networks, eradicating pollution (law no. 4/1994), attracting tourist 
visits, and encouraging sustainable activities in Historic Cairo. The private sector, 
NGOs, and local authorities were encouraged to sponsor these projects. 
In Historic Cairo, this boiled down to creating new thoroughfares to the east 
and north, adequate spaces for traffic and open spaces for public parks (landscape 
urbanism). The old city gates, citadel and wall were restored (GOPP 1996). While 
the directives suggested and their success varied greatly, the overriding policy 
proved, in principle, to be static and end-state-oriented with very little room for 
feedback. These are typical side effects of the traditional "physical planning" 
approach. It should be noted that, from the 1970s onwards, European planners 
were moving away from the rigid, preconceived tenets of Physical Planning 
and opted for the more dynamic, open-end, "Structure Planning" in their urban 
rehabilitation endeavors. 
Two outstanding incidents came to typify the inadequacy of physical 
planning in Cairo. The first was a standoff between UNESCO and the Egyptian 
authorities to prevent the Ring Road from crossing the pyramids plateau in Giza. 
The second incident involved the al Azhar tunnel when the drilling machine 
accidentally ploughed through the buried archaeological remains of the Ayyubid 
city walls and fragments of Bab al Barqiyya. Further problems are expected in the 
near future when the government goes ahead with its intended relocation plans 
(Wardany 1998). 
1997 Historic Cairo Rehabilitation Plan 
On 12 October 1992, at 3:14 p.m., an earthquake measuring 5.9 on the Richter scale 
shook Cairo for 20 seconds. The confusion arising in the immediate aftermath 
of the quake, and the lack of any emergency plan, created an urgent need for a 
administrative framework to coordinate both the local and international response. 
UN ESCO mandated a technical mission to assess the damages. The United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) allocated USD 3 million to develop a reactive 
plan. Daryl Fowler, head of this mission, proposed a Framework Plan (Fowler 
1992) and produced its final report in December 1997 (TCO - SCA 1997). 
Although the UNDP Report set out to develop a study that was independent 
in its sources and conclusions, it was tainted from the outset with defunct data 
coming from the 1983 Greater Cairo Master Scheme. The main problem with this 
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report's findings was the proposal for Al Mu'iz Street. The fear is that, if realized, 
this proposal would transform the historic centre into an "open air museum", an 
outdated concept that is no longer applicable in any serious rehabilitation plan. 
Flemming Aalund, head of the UNESCO mission which was sent 
to evaluate the project in 2005 noted that "... the proposal for upgrading and 
improvement of public urban space was far less convincing and will probably, 
if realized, have a devastating influence on the feeling of the special identity, the 
authenticity, and historic character of the Islamic City" (Aalund 2005). Here, again, 
the shortcomings of Physical Planning had come to the surface. After restoring 
more than half of Cairo's registered monuments, the authorities were struggling to 
find new functions they could assign to the adaptive reuse of these buildings. 
Conclusion 
Programmed planning must clarify its position and the concepts it is using to 
shape its philosophy. In the aftershock of the 1992 earthquake, planning gave way 
to a crisis management initiative that became a major refurbishment operation. 
The difference between these mindsets is immense. While planning is usually a 
desirable, long-term, objective, and based on an optimal use of resources, crisis 
management is, by definition, urgent, immediate, reactive and based on a trade-off 
of needs. The requirements of the two conditions are also very different be they on 
the legislative, administrative, fiscal, technical, or the investment-decision levels. 
As Serageldin asked previously: "What are we trying to preserve in Historic Cairo 
today? A number of buildings? An urban character? A way of life? And why do 
we want to preserve whatever we choose to preserve?" (Serageldin 2000). 
In his book Planning and the Heritage, Michael Ross (2001) explained 
that art, archaeology, and society are prime motives for conservation. "Politicians," 
he added, "ignored conservation at their peril [...] the idea of conservation, the 
presumption that the old must survive - and on occasion adapt - has triumphed [... ] 
the philosophy of conservation is accepted by the majority; architects, developers, 
planners, and politicians cannot ignore this fact". If one has any reservations about 
the conservationist cause in Historic Cairo today, it is not because one ignores this 
fact, but because an appropriate planning philosophy based on the realities of 
contemporary Cairo still seems elusive. 
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Endnotes 
1 CIAM (International Congress of Modem Architecture) 1933 IV, Athens, 
Greece, The Functional City. 
2 A wide-range change of Egyptian economic reforms introduced in 1974 by 
President Anwar Al-Sadat. The goal of this new policy, the so called infitah 
or Open Door Policy, was to move Egypt from a highly centralised economy 
to a liberal one by encouraging foreign and local private investment. In this, it 
resembles M. Gorbachev's Russian Perestroika in the mid 1980s. Infitah, like 
many of Sadat's other policies, is controversial: many believe it allowed Egypt to 
achieve a great deal, while others think that it opened the door to malpractice and 
dishonest dealings. 
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STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS OF FEZ 
MEDINA REHABILITATION PROGRAMME 
Mohammed Bounhiss 
City University London, UK 
THE Fez Rehabilitation Programme is a joined initiative of the Government of Morocco and The World Bank. The project was set up to address the challenge 
of urban regeneration in historic centres, with a strong emphasis on adopting a 
bottom-up approach to widen community participation, and to formulate a holistic 
framework to integrate the socio-economic challenges that threatened to cripple 
the historic city and the Medina, which remains the commercial heartbeat of 
modem Fez. 
The programme was officially launched in 1997-1998, with a budget rising 
to $29 million, after a series of feasibility studies conducted by the World Bank 
itself and by local agencies such as ADER-FES {Agence de Dédensification et de 
Rehabilitation de Fes) and AUSF {Agence Urbaine de Sauvegarde de Fes). The 
project was hailed as the concretisation and application of some of the defining 
principles of sustainable development and sustainability. In this context, the 
project could be viewed as a genuine attempt to underline the interdisciplinarity 
of heritage as a field without clear boundaries and the desire to strike harmony 
between cultural heritage and economic revitalisation. More importantly, the 
project provided a platform to underscore the quintessential dynamics of cultural 
heritage and development. 
The Fez Medina has undergone a number of conservation projects that 
targeted its failing historic fabric and its frail and overwhelmed infrastructures and 
these efforts intensified particularly with the involvement of UNESCO, UNDP and 
various other international NGOs. However, the World Bank partnership remains 
the most significant in budget, scope, and economic ambitions. 
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Objectives of the Fez Medina Rehabilitation Programme 
The Fez Rehabilitation Programme was intended to: 
Reinforce the position of the Medina as the city's historic and 
commercial heartbeat. 
Set up a development framework for the Medina that takes into account 
its commercial viability and human sustainability 
Valorise the historic and commercial assets 
The Fez Medina Challenges: 
A. Multiplicity of Actors: 
The World Bank Fez Medina Rehabilitation project brings together various actors 
across a diverse field of specialisation and expertise. Perhaps its nature as a cross-
sectoral project made the multiplicity of actors a matter of inevitability. Worryingly, 
however, the ill-defined, sometimes hasty, roles and functions of these actors add 
more complexity to the issue, resulting in confusion and in various actors blaming 
each other. Actors in Fez Medina Rehabilitation Project can be divided into three 
levels: local, national, and international, ranging from local tradesman, to La 
Division des Monuments Historiques on a national level and to the World Bank as 
international agent and partner. The multitude of actors has created an atmosphere 
marred with problems and impeded by the different agenda each actor has, and 
often results in: 
• Actors with sharp conflicting interests; for example, a rental tenant is 
not as committed as a property owner to long-term conservation. 
Local tradesmen and businessmen find heritage attractive neither 
as a business nor as a long term investment. The widespread view 
of heritage is as an unproductive industry and most of the business 
understanding does not go beyond the realm of tourism. 
B. Density: 
A look at the history of density in Fez Medina reveals a declining pattern in terms 
of density within the parameters of the Medina. Indeed, in 1936 the Medina 
accounted for 78% of the urban population of the whole of Fez. Due to an exodus 
of native inhabitants to either the large emerging modern cities such as Casablanca 
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or migrating abroad, the figure only reached 66% in 1960 and would go down 
further to barely 50% twenty years later (ADER-Fes 2002). In the 1960s, the 
population was around 155,000, rising to only 180,000 inhabitants by the end of 
1970s (Abri 1998). However, the government and various local authorities have 
steadily managed to contain demographic growth and the continuous migration 
from rural districts. During the 1990s, the population inside the Medina barely 
reached 150,500, a trend that would continue into the beginning of this century as 
the population struggled to reach 160,000 inhabitants. 
The question of the low level of the population growth within the Medina could 
be explained as follows: 
There has been a massive increase in population outside the walls of 
the old city, due to the emergence of the new Colonial City and further 
land development. 
• The public awareness campaigns have highlighted the long term 
negative impact of demographic density in such a fragile physical 
environment. 
The complex nature of land tenure and occupancy have deterred both 
property investors and first buyers from making property purchases. 
In this context, the continued decline and the poor return in real estate 
in investment within The Medina strongly underscores this point. 
Despite the efforts of the Moroccan Government in fighting demographic 
density, the steady flow of migrants still often leads to overwhelmed infrastructures, 
crowded and deteriorating physical environments, and social deprivation. Such 
an environment is a breeding ground for destitution and social exclusion and 
the Medina reinforces that image. Scattered pockets of poverty are Medina's 
landmarks; a situation mirrored virtually in all other historic centres of Morocco. 
C. Industrial pollution: 
The industrialisation of of traditional crafts has caused serious pollution issues. It 
affects craftsmens' health, especially those involved in the metal work. Tanneries 
are also a source of concern because of their high-level production of chemicals, 
mainly chromium. 
The tanning industry consumes about 22% of fresh water use; tanning 
one kilo of leather requires 35 litres of water, all of which, is polluted in the 
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process. Technologies have been made available in the country to reverse this 
pattern of water pollution and reduce the levels of chromium produced as a result 
of tanning (Scandiaconsult international AB 1996). In Fez, one facility receives 
tanning effluent from sixteen separate tanneries, recovering the chromium through 
precipitation and acidulation. This process has successfully reduced the quantity of 
chromium discharged into sewers and rivers by 90% (Bouyad 2001). Embracing 
new technologies in the face of the ever-increasing industrial pollution should 
prolong the sustainability of the city and adopting environmentally-friendly 
measures could only help achieve a better quality of life. 
D. Poverty: 
There are 31,558 households living in the Medina and they can be classed in 
various ways according to their levels of income. About half own their dwellings; 
another 60% are self-employed or partially own their homes. Twenty-five per cent 
are salaried employees covered by social security. Regarding redevelopment, about 
half the Medina's households below the 80lh percentile are tenants, of which only 
8% can afford a two-room unit with light renovations and amenities; only 4% can 
afford some structural repairs and finishing; and only 3% can afford completely 
renovated units. In fact, households below the 88lh percentile generally do not 
have the financial ability to absorb the costs of major structural repairs (Serageldin 
2001, World Bank 1999). 
The Medina has low employment rates, a fair reflection of populations 
in historic centres or in Medina sites. According to the Municipality of Fez, the 
employment sectors in the Medina and the unemployment rates are as follows: 
SECTORS OF EMPLOYMENT IN FEZ MEDINA 
Employment Sectors 
Agriculture 
Industry, Commerce, and Crafts 
Tourism 
Other 
Percentage of population 
9.6 % 
53.6% 
24.8% 
12% 
UNEMPLOYMENT IN FEZ MEDINA 
Year 
Unemployment Rate % 
1960 
28% 
1970 
35% 
1982 
31 % 
1992 
22% 
2002 
21 % 
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Figure 1. Map of Fez Medina historic neighbourhoods. Abri , 1998. 
Stakeholders' Analysis of Fez Medina: Definition of Stakeholders 
Accoirding to the World Bank, stakeholders' analysis "is a pre-requisite for 
understanding poverty and social impacts. It responds to the question: which 
interests matter in policy reform? The analysis identifies people, groups and 
organisations that should be taken into account when conducting impact analysis 
for a particular policy, by examining their interest and influence on policy" (The 
WorldBankl995:23). 
Stakeholders are those affected by the outcome, negatively or in a 
positive manner, and those who would affect the outcome of the proposed project. 
Stakeholders include borrowers (elected officials and local government officials); 
directly affected groups (including the poor and the disadvantaged); and indirectly 
affected groups (such as NGOs, the private sector, and the World Bank management 
staff). 
The Fez Medina Stakeholders Analysis 
For the purpose of a systemic analysis of the Fez Medina Programme, I have chosen 
to divide the main stakeholders into two main categories as either institutional or 
non-institutional stakeholders. The views, impressions and opinions of multiple 
stakeholders are closely examined, valued and evaluated in relation to other 
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stakeholders involved for comparative purposes. More crucially, the classification 
of stakeholders escapes the rigid World Bank definiuons of primary and secondary 
stakeholders, or internal and external stakeholders to adopt a more comprehensive 
of all those heavily, or remotely have a stake in the revitalisation of Fez Medina 
project. Thus, my choice of "institutional" and "non-institutional" stakeholders' 
approach appears to be more appropriate methodologically in a culturally and 
socio-economically complex Medina setting. 
INSTITUTIONAL STAKEHOLDERS AND NON-INSTITUTIONAL STAKEHOLDERS 
FEZ MEDINA STAKEHOLDERS'ANALYSIS 
Stakeholder 
A. ADER-Fes 
andAUSF 
B. The World Bank 
C. Local Community 
Groups 
D. Ministry of 
Cultural Affairs 
E. Homeowners 
F. Artisans 
G. International 
NGOs 
H. Ministry of Habus 
1. Ministry of 
Tourism 
K. The Poor 
L. Wilaya and Fez 
Medina Municipality 
M. Delegation of 
Housing and Habitat 
Influence 
High 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
Low 
Medium 
Medium 
High 
Low 
Medium 
High 
Interest 
High 
High 
High 
High 
High 
nigh 
High 
Low 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Agenda 
Sole control of the re-
habilitation operations 
Poverty Alleviation 
Political Mobilisation 
Commodification of 
cultural Heritage 
Rise in the house stock 
value 
Microcredit 
programmes 
Culture in sustainable 
development 
Retaining its Habus 
(religious endowments) 
properties in the Me-
dina 
Commodification of 
the Medina 
More employment op-
portunities 
"More Tax Returns" 
Fight against Slum-
dwelling in the Medina 
Impact on the Project 
Expertise; Positive 
Financial Backing: 
Positive 
None due to lack of 
participation 
Organisation: Positive 
None: due to lack of 
participation 
Minimal impact: Posi-
tive 
Expertise and financial 
support: Positive 
Negative, retention of 
cultural buildings 
Negative: Patrimoni-
alisation of the Medina 
None: due to lack of 
participation 
Negative: Public dis-
trust 
Positive: Adequate and 
cheap housing 
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Results and Analysis of Findings 
The 12 distinct institutional and non-institutional stakeholders (A-M) described 
in the chart above can be seen to cluster into four main groups according to their 
interest and influence in the context of the project: 
Group 1: high influence and high interest and is represented by ADER-Fes and 
AUSF, the World Bank and the Ministry of Cultural Affairs. They appear to hold 
the balance of power, exert more influence than any other stakeholders to reinforce 
their agenda of either commodification (the World Bank and Ministry of Cultural 
Affairs) or overseeing the technical restoration and monopoly of knowledge 
(ADER-Fes and AUSF). International NGOs remain an anomaly since they have 
demonstrated a high level of interest, with an agenda that sits comfortably within 
the parameters of sustainable development, while their influence is variably low. 
Group 2: high influence and low interest, a group that is relatively small and 
composed by two institutional stakeholders: the Ministry of Tourism and the Fez 
Medina Municipality. Both harbour an agenda in dichotomous relation to group 
3 but compatible with the commercial objectives of both the World Bank and 
the Ministry of Cultural Affairs. The general aim of the Medina Municipality is 
to seek an increase on commercial taxation due to the investment in the historic 
building stock, while the Ministry of Tourism's overriding objective remains the 
commodification of culture and an increase in tourists' numbers and revenues. 
Both of these stakeholders could claim a major influence in the financing and 
running of the Rehabilitation Programme; however their interest in restoring 
collapsing Medina buildings is heightened and largely motivated by aspirations 
for large scale commercialisation. 
Group 3: high interest and low influence, represented by the property owners, 
artisans, neighbourhood groups and associations and the poor. Despite their high 
level of interest in the Rehabilitation Programme, the group holds no influence, 
remains underrepresented, and has an agenda that sits at odds with that of the 
previous group of stakeholders headed by the World Bank. The high interest of 
the group has not been capitalised on it to mobilise the community as a whole; 
instead, this group finds itself hugely marginalised. 
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Group 4: low influence and low interest, with the Ministry of Habus (Religious 
Endowments) and Religious Affairs being the odd player in this category. The 
Ministry's concerns lie firmly in its drive to secure a stronghold and maintain the 
lion's share of the ownership of historical buildings with deep religious dimension 
and far from the largely shared pledge of historic rehabilitation. Its influence on 
a policy level is non-existent, and due to its medieval style of management and 
structures, it remains incompatible with a number of postcolonial Moroccan 
administrative institutions. Its role in the Rehabilitation Programme remains an 
untested and unquantifiable entity, shrouded in secrecy. 
Matrix of influence and interest of Fez 
Medina Stakeholders 
u 
c 
3 
B 
1 B A D M 
G 
3 
C E F K 
2 I 
L 
4 H 
High Medium Low 
Interest 
The Economic Picture 
According to Mona Serageldin (2001), the future economic rate of return was 
estimated to be 13% or nearly 10.000 new jobs. Although these were mainly in 
construction with low skill levels, it was anticipated that more economic activity 
would be generated in micro-enterprises. A Leverage Ratio was developed to 
calculate precisely the return in the investment for every dollar invested, and it 
was concluded that the project would leverage 3% of private investment. 
It was further projected that considerable tax revenues should be generated by 
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both commercial and residential renovation. However, the municipal tax collection 
system is in need of urgent reforms, including updating tax rolls by applying an 
annual growth factor of 2% to the entire tax base. The widening gap between 
real and appraised property values - compounded by rent regulations - can reach 
a factor of 10 to 15. In addition to that, the Appraisal Commission managed to 
repair no more than 25% of the properties undergoing major renovation (Agostini 
1998, Serageldin 2001). 
Collection rates are dismal because of the unclear tittles and obsolete records. In 
fact, the only significant local revenues generated by the historic centre are the 
market taxes. Constant calls for national reforms of Real Estate and Tax System 
have fallen on deaf ears. Mapping periodically the location of property transactions 
and renovation activities and recording the categories of work undertaken would 
provide the Tax Department with more accurate core indicators upon which to 
base the update of valuations. Thus, tax rolls would be easily and effectively 
updated and the dismal collection record improved (Cernea 2000). 
The Bigger Picture 
The Fez Medina project is strikingly similar to that of the rehabilitation of the city 
of Lahore, Pakistan. It also has gained more experience and learned a few lessons 
from a similar rehabilitation project in the Hafsia Quarter in the city of Tunis. At 
the same time, the experience of restoration of Essouirra Medina has been viewed 
as an honest attempt at incorporating cultural heritage in sustainable development, 
a reputation underpinned by the localisation of Agenda 21. 
Before the Fez Medina project, however, the World Bank had not thought 
through a solution to technical and cultural problems in a typical Medina context. 
It eventually had to pay a price to learn to avoid known and unknown pitfalls 
(Serageldin 2001). In this context, the Fez Medina Rehabilitation Programme was 
the largest undertaking of any cultural heritage project by the World Bank. Its 
scope and economic pledges were ambitious, and the Bank's economic evaluations 
might just be generous or over-zealous at best. Further implications appear to 
surround the central and contentious question of what economic indices are most 
important - and which strategies should be used to capture the economic value of 
Fez Medina heritage (Agostini 1998). 
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Critics of the project claim that its "extensive economic agenda" has 
veered away from historic rehabilitation and its traditional focus on restoration. 
This has resulted in 2000 traditional houses still being in need of urgent restoration, 
a situation that is compounded by the continuing economic challenges of high 
poverty rates and scarce employment opportunities. The emphasis on tourists and 
on the commodification agenda has caused many to question the intention of the 
World Bank when it outlined that its most crucial undertaking is to induce and 
foster both community development and participation. 
Yet the Fez Medina World Bank initial report (1999) unequivocally outlined a 
rehabilitation agenda geared towards poverty alleviation and posits the poor at the 
centre-stage of the Programme, stating: 
The programme is expected to directly benefit the residents of Fez Medina, 
especially poor people. General benefits will come from improvements 
in infrastructures, and specific benefits for poverty alleviation will 
be achieved through the creation of 10 000 person-years of unskilled 
labour over the life of the project. Project benefits should also extend to 
professionals and artisans working in the Medina, individuals receiving 
training and technical assistance, tourism industry and local institutions 
(World Bank 1999: 12). 
However, in light of my survey and stakeholders analysis, the poor appear to 
be sidelined, and left on the margins of the rehabilitation programme. This 
situation is further aggravated by the absence of government agencies willing to 
advocate and speak on behalf the poor. Lack of resources, institutional capacity, 
and organisation have hampered the inclusion of the poor in cultural heritage 
projects aimed at other economic and development sectors (Robb 2001). As to 
the unskilled employment opportunities promised, most of them have gone to 
individuals outside the confines of the Medina. 
The decentralisation process, accompanied by the ongoing public pressure for 
democratisation and more effective governance, has created a multiplicity of 
actors in the management of historic sites. The broadening range of stakeholders 
adds more complexity to already challenging circumstances. The Fez Medina 
Rehabilitation Programme has brought together stakeholders with conflicting 
agendas. Some were less willing to be subject to closer public scrutiny (such as the 
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Ministry of Habus and Religious Affairs), while others were more concerned with 
the monopoly of what is generally labelled "expert" knowledge (ADER-Fes and 
AUSF) and with an increase of commercial tax rates (Fez Wilaya and the Medina 
Municipality). Furthermore, the project has also brought modem and traditional 
organisations together, resulting in administrative anomaly and a demonstration of 
a total lack of "institutional capacity" as Ministries and Government Departments 
struggled to cover, cope and embrace all the pledges of the project. Additionally, 
community participation was weak even if it heavily featured as one of the major 
objectives of the rehabilitation agenda. Local neighbourhood and community 
groups remained powerless and ill financed throughout the implementation stages 
of the project. 
So the question must be asked: Is the World Bank the right partner for cultural 
heritage rehabilitation programme? From the Fez Medina experience, there seem 
to be arguments against the Bank's involvement in such heritage operations, due 
to a number of factors: 
1. The World Bank is a global agency that struggles to adapt to local 
contexts where its cultural knowledge of the area is either incomplete 
or non-existent. It may be effective as a global brand for development, 
but as a local actor, the Bank finds itself still in search for a niche. 
2. Poverty alleviation through cultural heritage development is An 
ambitious policy goal, particularly with the overwhelming socio-
economic challenges within the Medina. 
3. There is an urgent need for the World Bank to set up cultural heritage 
indicators alongside its purely economic and financial yardsticks 
to ensure both economic and non-economic objectives are fully 
addressed. 
4. The World Bank approach to cultural heritage might appear holistic 
in its vision, but may lead to commodification of cultural heritage 
management, particularly in areas or countries that inherited the 
concept as a result of European colonialism. 
5. The World Bank funding of cultural heritage is conditioned by its 
criterion of "heritage components project" where what is called "stand 
alone heritage projects" are largely dismissed. 
6. The World Bank funding is in form of loans that must be paid back, 
with interest, over a long period. 
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The future success of community participation within historic centres depends 
heavily on the level of local mobilisation, access and social inclusion policies. In 
the case of Fez Medina, both the Government of Morocco and the World Bank 
failed in successfully attracting local interests where what is dubbed as "community 
development" has been either sporadically sought or ignored altogether. 
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FROM PRIVATE TO PUBLIC: ENSURING PUBLIC 
POSTERITY FOR PRIVATE COLLECTIONS 
Jason Herrick 
National Gallery of Art, Washington 
AMERICAN museums and the evolution of their collections are at a critical juncture. The interface between the collecting goals and practices of our 
public museums and an art market escalating at an astounding rate, driven by 
extraordinary wealth, leave many hoping government facilitation, with favorable 
tax incentives that would encourage private donations of works of art, will save the 
day. That being said, I would like to share some recent examples of art transactions 
and changes in government legislation that show just how much more could be 
done to help museums ensure the broadest possible public enjoyment of art. 
Figure 1. 'Kindred Spirits', Asher Durand 
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In May 2005, the Wal-Mart store heiress Alice Walton purchased Asher 
Durand's American masterpiece Kindred Spirits (Fig. 1) of 1849 for $35 million 
(or 26 million euros) from the New York Public Library (Kimmelman 2005, Ferber 
2007). The "silent auction" Sotheby's conducted became a noisy scandal. The 
New York Times led the charge of outraged critics who insisted that the painting 
was an iconic civic landmark and a symbol expressing New York City's cultural 
heritage that should never leave the city (Kimmelman 2005). And exactly who 
will be able to appreciate the masterpiece, everyone asked, when it arrives in 
remote Bentonville, Arkansas, hometown of Wal-Mart and Walton's future Crystal 
Bridges Museum of American Art? 
It is easy to rationalize the significance of the painting for the city. 
The New York artist Thomas Cole, founder of the groundbreaking Hudson 
River School of painting, stands on a ledge overlooking America's boundless 
wilderness, with New York poet William Cullen Bryant who helped create New 
York's Central Park. However, it is also understandable why the library, with no 
mandate to collect paintings, and in dire need of book acquisition funds, chose 
to sell it. Furthermore, Walton's future public museum can be considered, in 
essence, an expression of gratitude to Wal-Mart's millions of customers. Which 
begs the question for any work of art: Who is the most responsible and appropriate 
custodian? - the public institution or the private individual? 
By no means can I cover here comprehensively the many implications 
of this tale and the tug of war between institution, collector, museum, and the 
public. But as someone working in an American art museum I want to focus on 
specific issues concerning the future of our permanent museum collections. How 
can we ensure that they sensibly grow and continue to satisfy the public's interest 
through respectful relationships with private collectors that ensure the eventual 
safekeeping of their works of art in public museums? Knowing how little tax 
incentive European countries offer individuals for such generous donations, I 
thought an update on recent developments in America's gift tax laws might also 
be instructive. 1 will be referring specifically to paintings and when I suggest 
that they represent aspects of America's cultural patrimony I am referring to their 
place in the history of American collecting. 
My second example might be called the sequel to the first. Learning from 
the controversial limitations of a silent auction that permits only select bidders, 
Walton, in collaboration with the National Gallery of Art in Washington, offered 
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on November 10,2006 to purchase Thomas Eakins' monumental The Gross Clinic 
of 1875 (Fig. 1), widely considered one of the most important works of American 
art, for what was deemed the fair market value of $68 million (or 51 million euros) 
from Philadelphia's Thomas Jefferson University (Vogel 2006a, 2006b; Klein 
2006). But local institutions were granted 45 days to match the offer and retain 
possession of the Philadelphia icon for the city where Eakins lived and Dr. Gross 
taught. The Mayor of Philadelphia, John Street, even nominated the masterpiece 
as an historic object for protection under the city's historic preservation ordinance, 
a radical measure that was eventually unnecessary. 
The Philadelphia Museum together with the Pennsylvania Academy 
of the Fine Arts galvanized a fundraising effort that secured the funds in time 
to save the painting for the city, and generated extraordinary civic camaraderie. 
The community had rallied to help share and preserve a vestige of its cultural 
heritage for future generations to learn from and enjoy. Again, the question arises 
as to where the most suitable home for the painting would be: in the medical 
school where only 500 visitors saw the painting annually, or to be shared between 
the nation's art museum in the nation's capital and a public museum in "Middle 
America" where many live who are seldom able to visit major city museums. The 
happy compromise is to share the painting between the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 
1 certainly understand that museums increasingly require unrestricted 
funds and de-accessioning items beyond the purview of their mission is often 
the only recourse. However, funds raised through deaccessioning need to be re-
applied to acquisitions, not to operating costs as some museums have proposed. 
Furthermore, if we are to encourage private benefaction with good conscience, 
the long-term intentions of the museum need to be made clear when receiving 
a gift that the donor assumes will adorn the walls of his or her favored museum 
in perpetuity. Otherwise, the agreement is disingenuous. Why should museums 
be arbiters of taste, deciding to sell a certain collection whose school or genre 
has fallen out of taste, or even simply when that particular niche of the market 
is favorable? In the spring of 2007, the Albright Knox Gallery in Buffalo, New 
York sold some 200 works of ancient art to buy contemporary art (a school that 
might be in vogue now but who knows for how long), and received much criticism 
for doing so (e.g. Freudenheim 2006). As an example of an enlightened contrary 
attitude, the 16th-century Limoges enamels that the opportunistic collector Henry 
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Clay Frick bought for his private home in 1916 may be out of taste now but 
represent an aspect of the history of taste in America (Baily 2006). They are now 
proudly installed in their own gallery in the public New York Frick museum. I 
realize this notion of deaccessioning is not foreign to European museums, but to 
discuss such policies responsibly would require another forum. 
The Durand and Eakins dramas 1 described, in effect, prompted a form 
of regional Waverly Commission. I refer to Great Britain's effective vehicle 
for ensuring that interested British bidders have the right of first refusal to help 
retain British ownership of works of art deemed to be part of their cultural 
heritage, assuming they can match the competing foreign offers. The government 
imposes temporary export bans, thus denying export licenses, to give current 
public institutions time to raise the funds to retain the works. Again, who is the 
responsible and appropriate custodian? 
How can we ensure that educational, historic works like Eakins' and 
Durand's are appreciated by the maximum number of people? American museums 
have certainly been fortunate: 90% of our museum collections are the result of 
private donations (Association of Art Museum Directors 2007). And exhibitions 
have inspired many of these gifts.' As much as the presence of masterpieces 
in popular crowded exhibitions leaves museums coveting them, this isn't to say 
that nothing really compares to private reflection when confronting an original 
masterpiece. Indeed it was thanks in large part to J.P. Morgan, Andrew Mellon, the 
founder of the National Gallery of Art, and his son Paul, and Henry Clay Frick who 
relished the private enjoyment of their collections in their homes, that American 
art museums, filled with their superb collections, have become so popular today. 
In the words of Paul Mellon himself whose centenary was celebrated in 2007, "I 
am always so moved to think that my collections now afford so much pleasure to 
so many people" (Mellon 1989, Mellon and Baskett 1992). When assessing the 
impact of his collecting in 1991 he said: "My great hope for our visitors is that 
they will find pleasure here at the National Gallery. I am indeed my father's son 
for I too am one who takes pleasure in looking at works of art, and much of my life 
has been devoted to making it possible for others to do the same" (Mellon 1991). 
It has been misunderstood that Americans give because of the tax 
advantage. American income taxes were introduced only in 1913, long after the 
likes of Frick, Andrew Carnegie, and Morgan had so meticulously assembled 
their collections. Unlike many European countries, in America there is minimal 
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federal or state support for most museums, so, educated donors often feel obliged 
to help. One might argue that Americans ask too little from their government 
and Europeans ask too much. Therefore, many feel that American collectors 
deserve incentives in the form of tax breaks (with no capital gains tax paid on 
other investments), which has created a culture of inspired philanthropy unique 
to America. Frick, Mellon, Carnegie, and Albert Barnes created public museum 
environments where unadventurous Americans could appreciate the wonders 
of Europe without traveling there. Of course, we would hope that seeing these 
treasures would only pique their curiosity to go and explore Europe. 
But perhaps most worrying is the recent change in the tax laws. Many 
agree that The United States Congress's Pension Protection Act of 2006 and its 
new amendment, entitled: "Contributions of fractional interest in tangible personal 
property," specifically in reference to contributions made after August 17, 2006, 
spearheaded by the Senate Finance Committee, marked the end of fractional giving 
that has bolstered American public collections for more than 50 years (Strom 
2006). To be clear, in making a partial or fractional gift of a work of art, a donor 
gives a percentage interest in the work to a museum in a given year and receives a 
tax deduction for an equivalent percentage of the work's value. Museums promote 
such donations because an outright donation of a valuable painting would exceed 
the Internal Revenue Services deduction limits which are currently 30% of one's 
adjusted gross income.2 To give an idea just how much museums have benefited 
from this type of gift, the Museum of Modem Art in New York is now the full 
owner of 627 works that began as partial gifts, and has 643 other works at various 
stages of the partial gift process (Strom 2006, Pollack 2005). 
The amendment was provoked by the Wall Street JournaFs July 6, 
2005 article that described how collectors were giving museums a share of their 
works, rather than donating the entire work all at once. Such a fractional gift, the 
article proposed, enables the collector to receive significant tax breaks while also 
allowing him to keep the art on his wall for part of the year, a strategy prompted 
by escalating art values (Silverman 2005). 
In effect, donations of art for future generations to enjoy, that in many cases 
museums can no longer afford, are now being discouraged. The tax treatment of 
a collector's initial contribution has not changed: the donor is still entitled to a tax 
deduction for the full fair market value times the fractional interest donated. But 
now, if the value of the work increases when the collector donates the remaining 
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interest, the collector's donation would be limited to the agreed upon percentage 
of the initial fair market value at the time of the gift. Under the new provisions, 
the museum must have substantial physical possession of the work of art during 
the donor-allowed possession period of up to 10 years or until his death, a new 
stipulation that hardly encourages younger collectors to consider gifts of art. 
As an example, the collector who gives away a 50% interest in a painting 
when it is worth $1 million would still be able to claim a $500,000 deduction. 
However, when the collector donates the remaining 50% interest 10 years later, 
when the painting is worth $2 million, the collector's donation would be limited 
to 50% of the initial fair market value of $1 million, that is $500,000, not 50% of 
the $2 million current value (Lemer 2007). It would be even worse, if the value 
decreases, because then one would be entitled only to the applicable percentage of 
that lower level, not the one originally paid. 
According to the new law, the museum earns the right to exhibit the work 
for a period each year equal to the interest it owns, although in practice the art 
rarely travels back and forth that way. Fortunately, some partial and promised 
gifts always remain hanging in the museums so that the museum can conduct 
research, the donor can receive an annual tax deduction, and the public can enjoy 
it. Already collectors are reconsidering such promised gifts in response to the new 
restrictions, thus suppressing generosity and depriving the public of the pleasurable 
experience of looking at great paintings. The U.S. Congress is apparently seeking 
a common ground with museums, although museums want Congress to repeal the 
law outright. 
Often American museums depend on securing federal indemnification to 
cover the insurance for exhibitions that also include foreign loans, and would 
otherwise be impossible to organize due to the prohibitive post-9/11 insurance 
environment. Furthermore, it is often the persuasive curator who encourages the 
private collector to lend a work to an important exhibition which endows the loaned 
work with historical significance. But also, perhaps, the lender sees the context 
in which his or her work strengthens the permanent collection of the exhibiting 
museum. Perhaps, then, there is no better device to inspire government support 
and private collaboration than through exhibitions. The exhibition is, after all, an 
unrepeatable, public experience. And loans from private collections only remind 
us what is not in museum collections. They must continue to be refreshed and 
replenished, rather than lie fallow like stagnant archives. Lending to traveling 
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exhibitions might in fact also be the most constructive strategy in acclimating to 
the new tax laws, because, for example, such loans do in fact satisfy the related-
use requirement of sharing the privately owned work with a public institution. 
If we want to think about the most cost-effective exhibitions, perhaps we 
should have exhibitions honoring the foresight and generosity of the founding 
benefactors, because exhibitions celebrating the story of a work of art coming to 
a museum are in effect documenting the history of collecting in America. Rather 
than be fixated on acquisition via the challenging market, such exhibitions would 
remind the general public of the educational missions that founded these museums. 
What better way to inspire private collectors to consider their legacy and the value 
of ensuring their works' enjoyment in public spaces for posterity? 
I would like to conclude with a fitting anecdote from the founding 
ceremony of the National Gallery. At its inauguration in March 1941, President 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt accepted, for the people of the United States, the new 
art museum built by the financier Andrew Mellon, and said: "Great works of art 
have a way of breaking out of private ownership into public use. They belong so 
obviously to all who love them - they are so clearly the property not of their single 
owners but of all men everywhere - that the private rooms and houses where they 
are hung become in time too narrow for their presence. The true collectors are 
the collectors who understand this - the collectors of great paintings who feel that 
they can never truly own but only gather and preserve for all who love them, the 
treasures they have found" (Roosevelt 1941). 
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Endnotes 
1 1 will list just a few of the many extraordinary paintings in private American 
collections today that have been exhibited in exhibitions to illustrate just how much 
more American museums could responsibly grow: Paul Cezanne's House of the 
Jas de Bouffan, 1874 and Bather with Outstretched Arms, 1883; Filippino Lippi's 
The Penitent Magdalene Adoring the True Cross in a Rocky Landscape, circa 
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1470; Joseph Mallord William Turner's Seascape, Folkestone, 1845 and Temple 
of Jupiter Panellenius, 1816; Edward Hopper's Summer Evening, 1947; Winslow 
Homer's Lost on the Grand Banks, 1885. A more comprehensive list might also 
show some telling trends. For example, the number of self-made men that own 
these paintings today is remarkable, compared to, for instance Apollo magazine's 
recent listing of masterpieces in British collections, almost all of which remain in 
inherited aristocratic collections. 
2 In conversation with Ralph Lerner at Sidley Austin Brown & Wood, New York, 
February 15, 2007. See also Lerner and Bresler 2005. 
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MANAGING CHANGE: 
THE CASE OF THE TENOS ISLAND 
loanna Papastathopoulo 
Hellenic Ministry of Culture, Greece 
NOWADAYS, is widely acceptedthat "no aspect of nature is unimpacted by human agency, no artefact devoid of environmental impress" (Lowenthal, 
2005). Based on this realisation, the term "cultural landscape" has been adopted 
in order to encompass all the systems (natural, biological, social, economic) that 
are acting or interacting on a landscape formed by human culture and hosting a 
specific natural environment. 
It should be noted that there is a strong two-way relationship between 
people and the landscape. Indeed, human lives do not take place in vacuum. Rather, 
places are very much connected with experiences, memories, and that certain sense 
of place that most people experience in certain environments. On the other hand, 
human actions greatly affect the quality and the image of the landscape. However, 
this power of human over the land does not always have positive results. On the 
contrary, in our times, the increasing pressures for profitable and intensive use of 
land, the technological achievements and modern way of living are jeopardizing 
the values of the landscape, as they have evolved and layered over time. In some 
cases, the practices that have formed and maintained the landscape for centuries 
are no longer in use. The new habits and the professional orientation of the 
population seem to be a great threat that can alter the historic character of the 
landscape, or drive it to self-destruction through negligence. 
Tenos Island, situated in the Aegean Sea, offers a typical example of this. 
Its natural landscape formed in terraces is today a relic of an earlier type of land-
use. The local economy which in the past was based on agriculture has in recent 
decades made a major turn towards tourism and the construction industry. Former 
land-uses are abandoned and the landscape is being left to regenerate according 
to current habits and practices. The pressures for tourism development and the 
economic exploitation of the land are changing the image of the landscape. At the 
same time, negligence is threatening a large part of the human-made landscape 
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and within it the numerous monuments that were connected with the agricultural 
practices of the past. 
It is evident that the situation is quite complex. Social, political, and 
economic factors are affecting the rich heritage of Tenos Island. Local and national 
authorities seem to neglect the various problems. And though people have their 
share of rights and duties over the landscape, in reality, nobody can hold back the 
evolution of communities that happen to live in an "important" or less important 
landscape. Considering all these factors, this paper will try to accomplish three 
major goals: 
Understand the essence of cultural landscapes. 
Explore the issues related to local reality, as far as the rural heritage of 
Tenos Island is concerned. 
Propose a series of management principles that in the future could 
guide the formation of a complete management plan for the island. 
Cultural Landscapes 
Nowadays, cultural and natural heritage are seen as interconnected, as an 
indivisible system which experiences the same problems and threats and which 
should be protected and enhanced within a common framework of actions and 
laws. However, this was not always the case. From the 19th century until recently, 
natural and cultural awareness seemed to follow a parallel, but in any case, not 
a common path. In fact, the discipline-led approach, which developed based on 
western ideals, has turned out to be a major obstacle to the development of a 
holistic approach to landscape management. 
From Natural to Cultural 
Until the middle of the 20th century, nature was mainly appreciated for its wildness 
and/or its aesthetic values. Humans were seen either as conquerors of the planet 
(and thus superior in the hierarchic scale of the natural world), or as "savages" and 
thus part of "uncivilised" and "exotic" nature (Phillips, 2001). Nevertheless, in 
the last fifty years, there has been a gradual change in attitude at the international 
level. Eventually people came to be seen not only as the (ab)users of the earth's 
resources, but also as an inseparable element of the landscape. Moreover, 
scientific observations showed that in reality very few, if any, landscapes have not 
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been affected by human practices. On the contrary, in the present image of most 
landscapes, one can trace a succession of cultural "deposits," influenced by the 
social and economic framework of each period of time (Atkins et al.,1998). In 
this way, the archaeological remains have come to be considered to be as "natural" 
features as the rocks, the plants, and the animals, and thus an integral and fragile 
resource of the landscape, which needs to be managed in a sustainable manner, 
for the benefit of present and future generations (Macinnes et al, 1992). Thus 
nowadays, the culture of nature has become a key issue in landscape conservation 
and subsequently the holistic requirements of such a task. 
From Cultural to Natural 
At the same time, the appreciation of the historic character of the landscapes 
has been approached from a different "scientific" direction as well. In fact, the 
development of the science of Cultural Studies has brought a series of changes 
in the way words like "heritage" and "monument" are perceived. During the 
1960's, public interest in the protection of heritage noticeably increased and the 
preservation movement began to grow. First conservation efforts were focused 
on individual monuments, such as important buildings, churches, and great 
archaeological places. Nevertheless, it soon became clear that "heritage" is 
something more than the physical remains of the past. If we observe the history 
of conservation, through national and especially through international policy, 
we can easily follow this gradual change of interest from the material essence 
of heritage towards its humanistic and spiritual one; from the conservation of 
individual monuments, as they are described in the Venice Charter (1COMOS, 
1964), towards the appreciation of the wider context of things as in the Burra 
Charter, which recognizes significance in "the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, 
associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects" (ICOMOS-
Australia, 1999). 
Eventually, the term "cultural resources" has been broadened to include 
the natural elements of the landscape. People accepted that as the natural 
landscape includes archaeological features which are affected by its management, 
likewise, the management of monuments and sites affect their greater surrounding. 
In reality, both natural and cultural heritage are dealing with the same threats 
and pressures from modem development, new uses and the change of the socio-
economic conditions across the world (Lowenthal, 2005). The heritage of both 
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culture and nature came to be taken seriously into consideration in conservation 
projects and the new term "cultural landscape" was introduced in order to describe 
places, formed by people and hosting specific natural environments. 
Cultural Landscapes: A Definition 
The term "cultural landscape" was introduced in academia in the beginning of 
the 20th century. However, it was not until 1992 that new guidelines from the 
World Heritage Committee managed to deal with the complexity of the subject 
(Fowler, 2003). The revised Convention concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage was broadened to allow "cultural landscapes" to be 
included in the World Heritage List and it clearly defined that "the term... embraces 
a diversity of manifestations of their interaction between humankind and its natural 
environment" (UNESCO, 1996). 
After UNESCO, a series of definitions have been adopted in academic 
papers and legislative documents. The U.S. National Park Services (US National 
Park Service, 1998), for instance, defines it as: "a geographic area, including both 
cultural and natural resources and the wildlife or domestic animals therein, associated 
with a historic event, activity, or person or exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic 
values." Similarly, the European Landscape Convention (Council of Europe, 2000) 
perceives landscape as: "an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the 
result of the action and interaction of natural and/ or human factors." 
It is obvious that, in the majority of definitions, the term is used in order 
to describe places whose essential character is the result of human interaction with 
nature over space and time. However, as Fairclough interestingly notes (2002), 
the definition given by the Council of Europe in 2000 has offered an innovatory 
turn since it has been "amplified by a reminder that cultural landscape exists 
everywhere." Indeed, though UNESCO's WH list refers to a group of "elitist" 
landscapes (Priore, 2001), the Council of Europe broadened the term in order 
to encompass every landscape, regardless of its aesthetic, cultural, etc. value. 
Subsequently, to recognise that "landscape is an important part of the quality of life 
for people everywhere" (Council of Europe, 2000). 
This way, both the cultural and natural attributes of the landscape were 
recognised as equal elements of the same system. Moreover, every place was 
recognised as important for some part of the population that earns a legitimate 
right for active participation in the management process. 
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Tenos Island 
Atypical example of a "cultural landscape" is Tenos Island, the third biggest island 
of the Cyclades complex. Tenos is situated in the Aegean Sea between the islands 
of Andros, Mykonos and Syros. It covers an area of 197 km2 and a coastline of 
114 km length in total. Though the archaeological remains of early periods are 
few, it is known that Tenos was part of the Bronze-Age Mycenaean civilisation. In 
1204 after the conquest of Constantinople by the Franks, the Cyclades fell under 
Venetian rule. During this period Tenos began to flourish. The sense of stability that 
was created attracted people from across the country and Tenos became, until the 
end of the 19th century, one of the most heavy-populated islands in the Cyclades 
(Karali, 2002). 
Tenos was the last Aegean Island to surrender to the Ottoman Turks in 1715. 
Ottoman rule lasted until 1821 when the revolution came to liberate the island, as 
the rest of the country. After 1823 Tenos' economy began to develop around a new 
religious centre that was created on the site where a "miraculous" icon of Mary 
was discovered. Numerous pilgrims started coming from across the world and the 
Island begun to build its reputation as a national centre of Orthodoxy. 
Figure 1. Tenos Island - 16th C. By C.F. Camocio, sited in Karali, 2002 
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Figure 2. Tenos Island - today. 
After the World War II most of the local population left for Athens or 
abroad in search of a better quality of life (Karali, 2002). The depopulation of the 
island continued until recent decades when new industried such as tourism and 
construction begun to flourish. Today, Tenos has a population of 9,701 inhabitants 
(anon, nd). Most live in the port and capital of the island, while the rest (mostly 
older people) attempt to the other 52 traditional settlements. The most developed 
area other than the port is the coastline lying adjacent to it on both sides. These 
areas attract large numbers of tourists, visitors, and construction development. 
The Tenian Landscape 
Tenos has a distinctive mountainous relief and its soil has been formed by 
deterioration of the various geological formations. It is poor in organic components 
and shallow because of the steep slope of the mountains and the strong north 
winds of the island (Georgantopoulos, 2005). On this terrain the Tenians have 
managed to cultivate barley, wheat, olive trees, rye, pulses, vegetables, figs, grape 
vines, and their famous garlic (Karali, 2002). 
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According to a recent estimation 30km2 out of the 197km2 of the island's 
surface has been formed into agricultural terraces which is about 45.8% of the 
total agricultural land (Doukellis et Mendoni, nd). The agricultural terraces are 
narrow pieces of land formed by the construction of a series of parallel dry stone 
walls. Vemikos et al. (nd) argue that as with all human creations, the dry stone 
walls create symbols and meanings which are capable of transforming p/aces into 
(cultural) landscapes. Indeed, the human factor is essential both for the creation 
and the maintenance of these constructions. The first written evidence of the 
Tenian terraces goes back to 1456 (ACT, 1456). However, it is speculated that 
this tradition has its origins deeper in the past. Agricultural Terraces It should 
be noted that the construction and maintenance of the terraces requires highly 
demanding efforts. Hence, the decision to construct them comes either after serious 
pressures for food or due to a heightened need for soil conservation (van Andel et 
al, 1997). Based on this, one could argue that the changes in the density of local 
population that occurred mainly during the Venetian and Ottoman conquest could 
be responsible for the essential character and the image of the Tenian landscape. 
In contrast with other places, Tenos long managed to keep alive the 
traditional methods of agriculture and subsequently to maintain the character of 
its landscape. This occurred partly because agriculture was a "family business" 
(Karali, 2002). The agricultural fields were divided into small ownership parcels 
Figures 3 & 4. Pigeon houses- footpaths- terraces- traditional settlements: 
Inseparable elements of the Tenian landscape. 
used by each family primarily to feed its own members. However, another 
important reason is the difficulty of transportation. Indeed, until the first half of 
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the 20Ih century, overland traffic was restricted to an extensive network of narrow 
footpaths. Although these paths offered convenient shortcuts between villages, 
they were never an efficient way of transporting bulk goods. 
The Present Situation 
The important historic past of Tenos is until today being reflected in the natural 
and cultural environment of the island. In this wider context all elements of the 
landscape seem to be in harmonisation with each other. Things like the agricultural 
terraces, the numerous footpaths which gave access to private ownerships and the 
structures which were connected with the agricultural practice are creating an 
interacting network of non renewable cultural elements. As it will come clear later, 
in our times more than ever before, this system seeks for a holistic treatment in 
order to maintain its character. Indeed, in the last few decades the new habits and 
new uses of the landscape are changing the established socio-economic conditions 
on the island. In addition, they are endangering the image and the qualities of its 
landscape including all the natural and cultural elements within it. 
Agriculture. As already mentioned, the decline of Tenos Island began 
after World War 11. Many people left for Athens or abroad in order to ensure 
not only a better financial future but also access to modern infrastructures and 
education. At the same time, the people who remained on the island orientated 
themselves towards more profitable occupations. Traditional agricultural practice 
began to give way to trade and the tourism industry (Vemikos, nd). 
This change in the professional orientation of the population is responsible 
for a series of environmental threats which are altering the quality of the Tenian 
landscape. Indeed, nowadays, both the terraces and the architectural structures 
connected with traditional agricultural practice such as the famous pigeon houses 
[Tispicrcepicóvec;] and the windmills, have lost their purpose. Their maintenance has 
been neglected and the hard environmental conditions of the island, such as the 
strong winds, snowfalls and rains have begun to cause their destruction. In fact, 
soil erosion is today a major issue on the island since whole hillsides (and with 
them the monuments built on them) have begun to slip towards the sea. 
At the same time, intense construction of modem summer houses has 
occurred both in the coastal and inland parts of the island. Because of the difficult 
i 
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Figure 5. Phenomena of soil erosion near Moudados settlement. 
mountainous terrain and the widespread presence of agricultural terraces, the area 
required for building and providing access to new houses is huge, extending over 
almost half of the available land. 
These changes are causing other destructions as well. In fact, both the flora 
and the fauna are being affected. As Bielsa et al. (2005) argue: "the abandonment 
of agricultural land generally results in an increase of vegetation biomass. This 
process leads to homogenization of the landscape. In addition, abandonment 
promotes fragmentation of agricultural land." It should be noted that many areas 
across Europe are experiencing the same problems. According to MacDonald et 
al. (2000) "agricultural abandonment reflects a post-war trend in western Europe 
of rural depopulation to which isolated and poorer areas are most vulnerable." 
Vemikos (nd) believes that the small ownerships, the limited natural resources, the 
aging of the population, as well as the decreased competitiveness of agricultural 
products caused by the large production and transportation costs, are the main 
reasons for the decline of the primary sector in many of the Hellenic Islands, 
including Tenos and most of the other Islands which form part of the Cyclades 
complex. 
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Figure 6. Modern construction works are altering rapidly the image of the Tenian 
landscape. 
Tourism. On Tenos, one can observe two kinds of tourism: seasonal 
tourism and a particular type of religious tourism developed around the Church 
of the Annunciation. The former flourishes from May until October and its 
infrastructures have developed mainly along the coastline on both sides of the 
capital. The latter involves one or two day visits, mainly to the port of the island, 
submission to the holy icon and of course, use of the facilities of the capital. 
In the 1970s and 1980s many locals moved from their villages to the capital 
to get involved in the tourist industry and many old houses in the mountainous 
settlements were left empty. Undeniably, the development of the area around the 
capital discouraged the economic development of the rest of the island. However, 
it could be argued that at the same time it prevented the alteration of the traditional 
character of the villages and of the countryside in general. Many people from 
abroad and especially from the U.K., France, and Germany bought properties in 
the hinterland, taking advantage of the low housing prices. The new population that 
has bought properties in the island is offering their skills and financial assistance to 
conserve some of the traditional structures of the island. However, at the same time 
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they are causing serious alterations to the social structure of some villages. Indeed, 
nowadays, there are whole villages that are characterised as German or French. 
Construction. In the last decade, a very profitable industry begun to take 
epidemic dimensions: the construction of private summer houses. The target group 
is of Hellenic origins, mainly Athenians, who want to obtain a secondary residence 
in the countryside. With the development of modem transportation, Tenos can 
be reached in as little as 2 hours. Thus, it provides a unique place for relaxation 
from the noise and faster rhythms of the capital. In addition, its hinterland, almost 
untouched by tourism, offers the "city people" a sense of authenticity. Of course, 
the arrival of this new social group was unable to regenerate the countryside and 
prevent the trend of depopulation. Indeed, as is the case with the foreign summer 
visitors, many Athenians are residents on the island for approximately only two 
months per year. Thus, the phenomenon of depopulation is observed during most 
months of the year. 
Undeniably, tourism is a very powerful economic resource. Under the right 
circumstances it can be "an essential part of many national and regional economies 
and can be an important factor in development,..." (ICOMOS ii, 1999). However, 
it is a fact that tourism can easily have a serious impact on cultural landscapes 
Figure 7. Current legislation is not capable of protecting the monuments which were 
connected with the agricultural practice of the past. 
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by altering the distinct character of the place, or by corrupting the authenticity of 
local populations. In many cases, it creates conflicts that must be properly solved 
within carefully considered planning and management frameworks. 
Managing Change 
It is clear that the Tenian landscape is a typical example of a historic place, 
also falling under the definition of a "landscape," as described in the European 
Landscape Convention (see §2.3). It should be noted that as of December 
2001, Hellas is among the signatories of the Convention (Déjeant-Pons, 2002). 
According to this: "Each Party undertakes: a) to recognise landscapes in law, as 
an essential component of people's surroundings, an expression of the diversity 
of their shared cultural and natural heritage and a foundation of their identity; 
b) to establish and implement landscape policies aimed at landscape protection, 
management and planning ..." (Council of Europe, 2000). 
Yet so far, no gesture whatsoever implies that the Hellenic State will 
proceed from the act of signature into real action. In fact, my research has shown 
that the authorities do not have a management plan that would enhance the 
historical character of Tenos Island. On the contrary, they are overlooking the 
Figure 8. Destructive additions to a pigeon 
house. (Designated monument: FEK 674/ 
B 1984) 
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complex problems, and solutions are being delayed by a game of power between 
the different Services and the inability to adopt an integrated approach. As a 
result, day by day, a number of competing interests, different needs, and wills are 
jeopardising the values of this fragile anthropogenic landscape. 
It is clear that agriculture is no longer in practice and people are searching 
for other profitable occupations. As usual, economic survival comes first and 
the existing heritage seeks for profitable economic exploitation through the 
introduction of new uses. Local population has no financial interest in maintaining 
their non renewable heritage, nor they are informed of its value for their long 
term prosperity. Undeniably, ignorance and insufficient control is causing major 
destructions to the non- renewable heritage of the island. Indeed, my research has 
shown a great lack of education and a general ignorance over the origins and the 
uniqueness of the landscape. It could be argued that such an omission is causing 
an apathetic behaviour from the side of the local population and challenges the 
bond between humans and their place. As a result the locals are selling out their 
land, instead of searching for creative new enterprises which will promote local 
culture and enhance the wider environment. And though the role of the State is 
limited, more or less, to that of the police, in most cases, it is proven incapable to 
prevent destruction. 
Guiding Management Principles 
As already mentioned, the Hellenic State does not have a management plan that 
would enhance the historical character of Tenos Island. However, it is clear that 
there is a great need for it to do so. New social groups are rapidly changing 
the balance of Tenian society and new habits are threatening the environmental 
integrity of the place. 
In recent years researchers have developed a number of conceptual 
and analytical frameworks on sustainable landscape management. According 
to MacFarlane (2000): "one overarching vision might be the development of 
landscapes that are ecologically viable... visually appealing, culturally meaningful 
and physically accessible." In practice, every proposal is (or should be) influenced 
by a series of factual elements including local environmental and socio-economic 
conditions, "Best practice" on national and international levels, and international 
charters and recommendations 
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Based on these elements, a long-term vision could be developed that is 
realistic (and thus reflect the current needs and particularities of the area); flexible 
(and thus encompass the changes which inevitably follow the general evolution 
of things); multi-disciplinary (and thus involve as many relevant disciplines as 
possible in order to cover the complex nature of the landscape); and inclusive (and 
thus respect the democratic right of every person to have a say on their environment). 
Obviously, this central vision cannot be achieved in a day. In fact, a series of short 
and medium-term goals should be adopted in order to prepare the way and drive 
change into the desirable direction. These should include well coordinated and 
planned actions in three major fields: research,planning and in education. 
Research. In the case of Tenos island, as in all the cases involving cultural 
landscapes, research should be multidisciplinary. It could include disciplines such 
as archaeology, architecture, biology, ethnology, history, sociology, tourism studies, 
ecology, geology, and environmental studies. Probably, the most effective way of 
managing this large team would be through a local research institution. This could 
be based on the island but should be open to European and international cooperation 
with similar institution in order to exchange knowledge and information. Research 
should be supported with European, national or local grants for research projects, 
scholarships for students making research on relevant topics, organisation of 
international conferences and publications in two languages, at least, in order to 
ease the exchange of information. 
Planning. The planning process for Tenos Island should include the 
cooperation of a series of Ministries such as the Ministry for the Environment, 
Physical Planning and Public Works, as well as Tourism, Culture, Rural 
Development and Food, Development, Aegean, Economics, and Internal Affairs. 
They should have representation on the island in order to eliminate the phenomena 
of the present bureaucratic processes and be open to dialogue and the prospect of 
change. In fact, its decisions should be made after consultation of the research 
team and representatives of the public. The local population should be asked to 
develop initiatives that would enhance the wider environment, built partnerships 
and to be an active player in this process of managed evolution. All these actions 
should be supported by Governmental measures that encourage education and 
active participation, and last but not least, increase motivation. 
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Education. In the case of Tenos Island, knowledge should be encouraged 
by a series of educational programmes in local schools, courses for youngsters and 
adults on skills and local customs could improve awareness and the participation 
of the public. The facilitation of one or two interpretation centres across the island 
would develop a move in this direction. Because museums are not often widely 
visited by the Hellenic population (Anon, 2005), creative ways should be explored 
to attract attention and make the visiting experience appealing both to the local 
population and visitors. 
Implementation. Ucko (2000) argues that legislation "...mirrors the 
political and social conditions of each country in striking but complex ways... " 
In Hellas, although there was an early awareness of heritage protection (Hellenic 
Society, 1975; Kokkou, 1977), political events like the Hellenic Civil War and 
the dictatorship regime held back the evolution of conservation thought. During 
recent years, the legislative system of the country has evolved in order to follow 
the general climate of the times, as it is expressed in the various European and 
international charters and recommendations. However, political thought has not 
reached the stage of accepting and supporting things like public participation, local 
initiatives, and the necessary multidisciplinary approach. Yet, all these goals are 
achievable. Or at least, as this paper argues, they are definitely something worth 
fighting for. Courageous political vision and effective planning could enhance the 
general quality of life, in which the local population could again find its optimism 
to face in a creative way the demanding future that lies ahead. 
Conclusion 
Theoretically, international legislation and recommendation papers could guide 
national laws in order to protect and enhance the quality of the Tenian landscape. 
However, "best practice" if not rigourously implemented is incapable of preventing 
destruction and enhancing the historic character of the landscape. As the case of 
Tenos Island has demonstrated, the Hellenic laws are unable to protect the historic 
character of the Tenian landscape. Rather, they seem to create a dangerous 
fragmentation in the long-established relationship between the landscape and the 
local population, endangering the quality of every day life. 
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More specifically, the existing un-flexible governing system, based 
on western ideals, has proven incapable of embracing the necessary integrated 
approach that the complex nature of the landscape demands. Moreover, the 
labyrinth of bureaucracy and most importantly the lack of political will have 
proven to be fatal obstacles towards the ideal of sustainability. 
Undeniably, the present reality on Tenos Island looks like a dead-end 
situation, as far as the protection of the landscape is concerned. However, things 
can always be improved. Lowenthal (2005) believes, that "we can return neither 
to a state of nature nor to any supposed "balance"; environmental interference 
always requires further interference, and stewardship means not leaving nature 
alone but meddling more carefully." One could argue that the same stands for 
the wider physical and socio-economic environment of Tenos Island. In fact, 
research could improve the understanding of the complex interrelations between 
the cultural and the natural elements of the landscape. At the same time, education 
could increase the awareness of the public on issues related to the past and possibly 
prevent destruction. Last but not least, careful planning could enhance the quality 
of the landscape and thus achieve long term prosperity for both present and future 
generations. 
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'NEW WARS' AND HERITAGE 
DESTRUCTION 
Sigrid Van der Auwera 
University of Antwerp, Belgium 
ALTHOUGH the international community has, during the 20lh century, un-dertaken many efforts to enhance international law and conservation poli-
cies with regard to intentional heritage destruction during and after armed conflict, 
the problem tends to assume ever-growing proportions. It is therefore a question 
why the phenomenon of intentional heritage destruction during violent conflicts 
tends to increase instead of decrease even after the implementation of preventive 
measures. 
According to contemporary experts in conflict studies the way in which 
conflicts appear, their origins and their goals have changed during recent decades, 
during which the so-called "new wars" have occurred. These changes could per-
haps explain the increase of intentional destruction of heritage. Therefore this 
paper will argue, after explaining the different nature of conflict before and after 
the end of the Cold War, how the phenomenon of intentional heritage destruction 
(demolition as well as looting and illicit trade) fits into the theories about "new 
wars." 
"Old Wars" 
The famous 19th century war theorist Carl von Clausewitz defined war as "an 
act offeree to compel our enemy to do our will." He makes clear that "we" and 
"our enemy" are states and that the "will" of a state could be clearly defined and 
is rational. (Clausewitz 1976, 75) The confirmation of sovereign states and state 
armies, at the end of the 18lh century, introduced the idea of the state monopoly 
on violence that became intrinsic for a modern state and that state interests thus 
became the legitimation for war. Claims from non-state actors could no longer be 
pursued through violence. Rules of war were conceived in this vein, later codi-
fied as ius in bellum. War was a legitimate activity based on rules. (Kaldor 1999, 
16-17) The Clausewitzian definition of war was, in other words, applicable to the 
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wars of this period: wars were mostly inter-state activities, fought by legal forces 
(the legitimate bearers of weapons or combatants) for rational aims (territory or 
ideology) and a distinction between private and public property was made in the 
modes of warfare. In addition, the "war economy' was a centralized, totalised and 
autarchic system to maximize state revenues to pay for the war. The conflict (artil-
lery, combatants, etc.) was, in other words, financed by the state parties involved. 
The total wars of the 20th century and certainly the irregular wars (or 
"proxy wars") of the second half of the 20th century started to deviate from this 
pattern and can be seen as harbingers of a new type of warfare. The distinction 
between private and public and between combatant and non-combatant decreased. 
(Kaldor 1999,29-30) 
"New Wars" and the Intentional Destruction of Heritage 
New wars: conflicts based on identity politics, nationalism, ethnical cleansing 
Though it was only at the end of the 20th century, with the beginning of the Post 
Cold War-era, that the new type of warfare was clearly recognised. This seems to 
have been a consequence of the re-awakening of a successful political ideology: 
nationalism or the politics of identity. A growing number of conflict-related 
sub-nationalisms or ethno-nationalisms seem to have emerged (Conteh-Morgan 
2004,vil). Identity and/or ethnicity characterise conflicts that are fought within 
the borders of a state and become the focal point of mobilization for the conflicts 
which re-emerged and intensified following the end of the Cold War (Conteh-
Morgan 2004,193). 
Mary Kaldor describes these post Cold War-Conflicts as "new wars". 
She argues that during the 1980s and 1990s, a new type of organised violence 
had developed as an aspect of the current globalized era. She used the term 
"new" to distinguish these wars from prevailing perceptions of war drawn from 
an earlier era and the term "war" to emphasise the political nature of these new 
types of violence, even though they involve a blurring of the distinction between 
war (usually defined as violence between states or organized political groups for 
political motives), organized crime (violence undertaken by privately organized 
groups for private purposes, usually financial gain), and large-scale violations 
of human rights (violence undertaken by states or politically organized groups 
against individuals) (Kaldor 1999, 1-12). 
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In short, 'new wars' are, in contrast to "old wars," not fought between states 
(inter-state), but are intra-state. They are not exclusively fought by legal forces, 
but by a mixture of legal forces and private groups. Not only public property 
is the target, but also private property and the aims aren't rational (ideology or 
territory), but rather irrational (identity and 'ethnical cleansing'). 
An intrinsic characteristic of new wars is that they are based on identity 
politics (and therefore sometimes described as ethnic conflicts). Economic 
deprivation of identifiable segments of the population or perceptions of being 
selective targets intensifies a collective need for identity - even though overt 
expressions of that identity can lead to discrimination. In fact, discrimination can 
become an additional source of solidarity. When the conditions of deprivation and 
discrimination are not effectively addressed by the state, the goals of "identity" 
parties can turn into demands for autonomy from or even control over the state. 
Identities are then used as a form of political mobilization. In contrast to ideas or 
ideologies which play a role in unification or nation-building efforts), a situation 
with conflicting identities tends to be fragmentative, backward looking and 
exclusive. Movements based on exclusive identities tend to be nostalgic, based 
on the reconstruction of a historic past, the memory of injustices and of famous 
battles. (Kaldor 1999, 76-85) In fact it is arguable that national movements 
routinely reinvent particular versions of history and memory to construct new 
cultural forms to use in political mobilization (Kaldor 1999, 35). Past experiences 
are linked with the current conflict. Cultural claims that are produced by divisive 
historical experience or contemporary identity clashes prolong the conflict and 
make the origins intractable. In such a prolonged conflict new issues crop up and 
tend to divide the involved communities even further. (Conteh-Morgan 2004,82-
83) Azar described such conflicts as Protracted Social Conflicts, protracted because 
the conflict divides the involved ever more and reconciliation is difficult because 
of the origin of the conflict (identity), which is "irrational." 
In violent conflicts based on the politics of identity, "ethnic cleansing" 
can become the main goal (Kaldor 1999, 33 and 78). One ethnic group wants 
control over the state and its territory. Therefore the territory has to be ethnically 
homogeneous. The UN Commission of Experts defined "ethnic cleansing", 
as "rendering an area ethnically homogeneous by using force or intimidation 
to remove from a given area persons from another ethnic or religious group." 
Murder, torture, rape and destruction of property are routinely used as weapons to 
reach this aim (UN Commission of Experts, 1994). 
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Heritage Devastation in "New Wars" 
If these new wars are based on the politics of identity and if heritage visualises 
identity, it is not surprising that heritage plays a role in the modes of warfare. Parties 
in ethnic and/or religious conflicts try to attack the other by devastating property 
that symbolizes the identity of that other party or a shared identity. Destruction of 
heritage could even be seen as an essential step in the process of ethnic cleansing 
which has the aim of the total destruction of communities. Destruction of history 
and culture or removing the physical landmarks of a particular group in a particu-
lar area can be used to render an area uninhabitable for a certain group. All traces 
or cultural claims of that particular group are erased by the destruction of places 
of worship and historic monuments. Besides, as argued above, in conflicts based 
on the politics of identity the opponent groups reinvent history for their political 
mobilization. If the landmarks of the "real" history are erased, it becomes easier 
to believe the new version. Branco Grujic, the Serb Mayor of Zvomik, illustrated 
this in 1993 with the words "there never were any mosques in Zvornik" (Interna-
tional Court of Justice 2006, 52). 
All this was probably best illustrated by the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina 
and its destroyed heritage. Bosnia-Herzegovina had the most ethnically mixed 
population of the Former Yugoslavian republics: Muslims (43,7%), Serbs (31,4%), 
Croats (17,3%) and other smaller groups such as Jews and Roma. The political 
goals of the Bosnian Serbs (backed by Serbia) and Bosnian Croats (backed by 
Croatia) were "ethnic cleansing." (Kaldor 1999, 32-33) 
The virulent ethnic nationalism that occurred in Bosnia-Herzegovina can be as-
cribed to ethnic divisions and rivalries that always persisted, but were temporarily 
suppressed during the communist rule. These rivalries and ethnic divisions were 
reawakened in the first democratic elections. However, it is questionable why such 
conflicts do not always occur in similar situations. Some theorists propose that 
nationalism had been reconstructed for political purposes. In Yugoslavia the disin-
tegration of the state (entailing the collapse of legitimacy and of the monopoly on 
organized violence) encouraged elite groups to take control over the remnants of 
the state. They needed grass-roots support that was mobilized by identity-sourced 
movements. The economic crisis of the 1980s saw a rise in mafia-type activities; 
nationalist arguments were also a way of coping with economic discontent. (Ka-
ldor 1999, 35-55) 
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The initial aim of the Bosnian Serbs and the Bosnian Croats to fight a war 
involving ethnic cleansing and destruction of heritage was clearly a method to 
achieve this goal. Riedlmayer investigated the war damage on 392 Bosnian sites 
of which 277 were mosques. None of these mosques remained undamaged and 
255 were described as heavily damaged or destroyed. The same pattern was at-
tested on other Islamic monuments (Riedlmayer 2002, 9-10). Although collateral 
damage to cultural heritage often occurs during armed conflicts, it is undisputable 
that these destructions were intentional. It was clearly an act to deny the multi-
ethnic past of Bosnia-Herzegovina and so an act in the process of the reconstruc-
tion of memory and history. Riedlmayer even postulates that unfinished houses 
of worship of non-Serbs (mosques and Catholic churches) were rarely destroyed. 
This selectivity suggests that culprits of destruction may have been working from 
prepared lists, which would not have included religious buildings that were still 
under construction (Riedlmayer, 2002, 9-10). 
Acts such as the destruction of Stari Most or the National Library of Sara-
jevo are interpreted in the same way and were certainly acts meant to make visible 
the unwillingness to live together. All of this destroyed property showed that once 
the non-Serbs resided and owned property in the area, they had historical roots 
here. By bombing and burning the landmarks of this claimed past, the Serbs tried 
to erase all future claims by the non-Serb population that was displaced (Riedl-
mayer 1995). 
It is hardly surprising that these acts intensify and prolong the conflict. 
Intentional destruction of property aggravates cultural and political differences. 
The bombing of the Al-Askari Mosque in Samarra in 2006 and the increased inter-
ethnic violence afterwards in Iraq clearly illustrates this. 
In the same regard intangible heritage is also used as an instrument of 
psychological warfare, but rather to celebrate one's own identity. In Northern Ire-
land, for instance, parades have been interpreted as essentially celebrations of 
in-group solidarity and therefore manifestations of domination by the Protestants 
in relation to the Catholic minority. Naturally these celebrations intensify cultural 
and political differences and result in tension and anger and an increase of sec-
tarian feelings. When Protestant parades pass through Catholic neighbourhoods, 
violence and death sometimes results. The parades reinforce cultural solidarity 
within groups, but at the same time aggravate inter-group competition and pro-
long conflict (Conteh-Morgan 2004, 81-82). Past experiences are linked with the 
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present conflict. Conflicts based on such strong psycho-cultural elements as divi-
sive historical experience or contemporary identity produce cultural claims that 
prolong the conflict and make the origins intractable. In such a prolonged conflict 
new issues crop up and tend to divide the involved communities even further 
(Conteh-Morgan 2004,82-83). 
It could be argued that occurrences like the bombing of Dresden and 
the destruction of Synagogues in Kristallnacht can also be seen in this regard. 
As argued before, in World War 11, some aspects of new wars occurred, such 
as a decreased differentiation between private and public: economic targets 
became legitimate targets and the term genocide entered into legal parlance as a 
result of the extermination of the Jews. In the current debate on the bombing of 
Dresden, it is argued that there was a military purpose to bomb the city. During 
the war, the optical industry of Dresden became a war industry (and so the city's 
factories became military targets). The Allied bombing intended to end the war by 
undermining the morale of the Germans (Taylor 2005). In our opinion the bombing 
of Dresden served a totally different purpose than, for instance, the destruction of 
the Buddhas of Bamiyan, whose goal was the suppression of the Azara people 
(and so was identity based). 
New Wars and Looting and Illicit Trade in Cultural Goods 
New wars: failed states and privatized war economies 
An effect of the fact that "new wars" are identity-based or interethnic is that 
most of these conflicts are intrastate (although also characterized by international 
involvement) and not fought between states and their legal armed forces. Indeed, 
the politics of identity is common when a power vacuum occurs. Accordingly 
the problem of state collapse or failed states has become an increasing topic of 
political research in recent years. 
William Zartman defined state collapse as "a situation where the structure, 
authority (legitimate power), law and political order have fallen apart and must be 
reconstituted in some form, old or new." Therefore it is necessary to reconstruct 
socio-political structures. However, in a weak society there is an inability to refill 
the institutional gaps left by shrinking governmental structures. These gaps are 
filled in by warlords and gang leaders (or non-state actors) who, as explained 
before, "often make use of ethnic elements as a source of identity and control 
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in the absence of an overriding social contract that binds citizens to the state" 
(Raeymaekers 2005: 3). Failed states have consequently a preoccupation with 
armed conflict. The national state becomes incapable of restoring its monopoly 
of the means of force. The provision of wealth and security gradually becomes 
fragmented amongst a number of extremely violent contenders. An increase of 
violent conflict and lawlessness is often the result. Private militias and bandits 
get free play. They develop a number of lucrative activities with external players 
including transnational crime syndicates. The incomes of these activities are 
an incentive for the prolongation of war and illicit war economies develop 
(Raeymaekers 2005: 3). 
All this suggests that war economies became almost totally different from 
state economies: they are characterized by decentralisation and fragmentation 
and are based on local predation and foreign support, in contemporary wars 
various types of fighting units can be distinguished such as regular armed forces, 
paramilitary groups, self-defence units, foreign mercenaries, and regular foreign 
forces. Because most of these groups are privatized, they cannot operate from 
taxes and they often have to search for revenues themselves and engage in criminal 
activities. Before the end of the Cold War, privatized rebel groups existed also, but 
were mostly financed by proxy powers. Today, lootings, extortion, kidnappings, 
illicit trade in primary commodities and foreign support are the most common 
methods to raise revenues (Kaldor 1999: 35-55). 
Bannon and Collier even argue that the presence of abundant primary 
commodities, especially in low-income countries, exacerbates the risk of conflict, 
although they point out that resources never are the sole source of conflict. In 
multi-ethnic societies a few members dream of creating an ethnic pure community, 
but the will to control resources can transform these dreams in violent conflict 
(Bannon and Collier 2003, ix-6). 
Looting and Illicit Trade in Cultural Goods during and in the Aftermath 
of'New Wars' 
Besides the intentional devastation of heritage by bombing and burning, looting 
of and illicit trade in antiquities is a well-known activity during and after armed 
conflicts. The international antiquities markets thrive, at least in part, on profits 
made through trading artefacts that were illegally taken from archaeological and 
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historical sites. When state control is weakened it becomes easier to plunder sites 
and museums. Besides, movable heritage is a good source for revenues in a war 
economy. 
In Iraq, for example, during the 1990s the amount of plundering of 
archaeological sites increased rapidly. A power vacuum arose due to the Iran-Iraq 
war and the United Nations embargo. The Iraqi government became incapable of 
controlling its territory. This gap was slowly filled by tribal and religious leaders. 
Especially in the south, between Tigris and Euphrates rivers, where there is a 
concentration of archaeological sites, the poverty rate rose and the government 
was incapable of effectively securing sites. The looting became more extensive 
than ever, although Iraq had well established and strict conservation policies: 
the trade in antiquities was initially limited and from 1958 prohibited and the 
UNESCO conventions of 1954 and 1970 were ratified (respectively in 1967 and 
in 1973). The weakening of the state however, made it impossible to maintain law 
and order. 
According to Colonel Matthew Bogdanos, head of the US Task Force that 
investigated the plundering of the National Museum of Baghdad, smugglers draw 
few distinctions in between drugs, weapons, and antiquities. Their goal is to earn 
money through evading the law. Antiquities and weapons were attested together in 
smuggling operations out of Iraq, so certainly in part, antiquities trade is financing 
weapons smuggling (Bogdanos 2005: 519-520). 
Also in Afghanistan, state institutions progressively collapsed since the 
beginning of war in 1979. This power vacuum was filled by various non-state 
actors. These actors had to search for money to finance their military activities and 
to keep the power over a certain territory. Many lucrative activities were launched 
like opium production, money laundering, and transnational trade in especially 
drugs, but also in gems and antiquities. The war economy was clearly supported 
by these activities. Peace would only disrupt the system from which warlords live 
(Goodhand and Atmar 2002). 
In this regard, looting of heritage sites is (as well as intentional destruction) 
is a factor in the protraction of the conflict: the revenues of the traffic are part of 
the war business, by which warlords enrich themselves and see benefits in the 
prolongation of the conflict. 
The trade in illicit antiquities is, like the trade in other commodities, part 
of the war financing mechanism. It is comparable with the trade in better-known 
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war financing businesses like the trade in drugs and conflict diamonds. There is a 
demand in developed countries that is filled by developing countries. These trades 
have an international character. They transpire by the same path (acquisition, 
transport, smuggle routes, etc.). In addition, the extent of the market in stronger 
and wealthier states serves as an impetus for the appearance of the phenomena 
(corruption, lawlessness, monopoly on violence, etc.) in the poorer ones. 
Moreover, trade in antiquities and drugs is sometimes interconnected. 
Operations to tackle illegal drug traffic have often led to the interception of 
stolen antiquities, which were probably used to launder the drug money (Brodie, 
Doole and Watson 2000: 16, van Beurden 2001: 51-52, Bessières 2001:18). Also 
comparable with the extraction of other commodities during conflict is the fact 
that in times of war the transnational companies that regulate legal extraction and 
trade often withdraw, giving rebel groups free play. International archaeological 
teams also leave war zones, creating a situation where unsupervised are especially 
vulnerable to illicit excavation. 
In the search for preventive measures, it would therefore be opportune 
to compare the traffic in different commodities. Steps that are taken to restrict a 
certain traffic (like the Kimberly process for conflict diamonds) could stand as a 
model to prevent trade in looted antiquities. Besides, knowledge of trading and 
smuggling patterns and the groups involved could be an asset in the strive against 
this type of international criminality. 
Conclusion 
Destruction of cultural heritage during armed conflicts is, on a global scale, one of 
the largest threats to the preservation of cultural heritage. Most research concern-
ing the topic is rather discipline-specific and concerns conservation theory, inter-
national law, and international cultural policy. We think, however, that research 
into the field of international politics and economics, or more specifically conflict 
theory, could be an asset, as in recent times, destruction of heritage is occurring 
on an unprecendented scale. 
In this paper we have argued that this is certainly in part caused by the 
way in which actual conflicts now appear, namely as "new wars." These conflicts 
are based on the politics of identity and result often in "ethnic cleansing," in which 
destruction of cultural property that symbolizes the identity of the other party is 
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used as a means of psychological warfare. In addition, these wars have become 
ever more privatized. State monopoly on violence decreases. Private groups have 
to foresee in revenues for themselves and this revenue extraction tends to pro-
tract conflicts. The illegal exploitation of archaeological sites and illicit antiquities 
trading can be interpreted in this regard. 
Further research into this field could contribute to the improvement of 
preventive measures, for instance, by comparing trades in different commodities 
and endeavours that have already been undertaken to tackle them or by analyzing 
reconciliation efforts in conflicts based on the politics of identity in weak or failed 
states. The majority of relevant international conventions were drafted before and 
during the Cold War era when international conflicts were carried on predominant-
ly by states. International treaty law applicable to intrastate conflict is therefore 
still rare, although international humanitarian law has in recent times increasingly 
focussed on internal conflicts. This underlines the need to ratify the Second Proto-
col of the Hague Convention (1999), applicable to non-state armed conflicts and 
in which a greater number of legal penalties are prescribed and specific articles are 
dedicated to criminal jurisdiction - especially in cases where individual criminal 
responsibility for violations is established. In many instances, however, non-state 
actors are neither subjects of international law nor parties to the treaty, so effec-
tive law enforcement is difficult to achieve (Desch 2002, 15). Enforcement on the 
national level is therefore required (Chamberlain 2004, 217-219). 
Finally, the study of failed or weak states draws our attention to the fact 
that these states are rarely capable of enforcing law and order. Legislation and 
conservation policies are, in other words, not enough to tackle heritage destruction 
during and after war. Other preventive mechanisms, including awareness-raising 
within local communities as well as in antiquity buying countries (to tackle the 
looting business) and reconciliation efforts and education in divided states (to 
tackle intentional destruction), are a must. All this necessitates an integrated and 
interdisciplinary approach to meet future challenges in the prevention of war de-
struction of tangible heritage. 
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INTERPRETATION IN CONFLICT: 
RESOLVING THE INCONSISTENT VALUES 
OF UNCOMFORTABLE MONUMENTS 
Jennifer McStotts 
College of Charleston, USA 
ANY conflict between universal and local values often parallels the perceived generational gap between enduring historic or academic values and the 
demands of those who personally experienced the source of the site's significance. 
This paper examines the relationship of these twin conflicts in the practical context 
of two uncomfortable monuments. At Checkpoint Charlie - the FriedrichstraBe 
crossing of the Berlin Wall - a private memorial to victims of the wall-era regime 
was built in 2004 and demolished in 2005; it failed, at least in part, due to an 
overemphasis on economic values and the bias of its patrons, Rainer and Alexandra 
Hildebrandt. In contrast, commemorative efforts in Manzanar, California - the 
best preserved of the ten WW 11 Japanese American Internment Camps - were 
positively shaped by the conflict between different generations of pilgrims and 
visitors, as well as the incongruent understandings of wartime internment of 
alien and American-born Japanese. Manzanar's interpretive design delicately 
balanced the deeper message of the site and the desires of the internees and their 
descendants. At both sites, the global heritage values and a local movement have 
been set against each other, though in landscapes of difficult or uncomfortable 
history like these, the use of the site for healing by stakeholders and pilgrims 
cannot be ignored in favor of any value. What, then, allowed these conflicts to 
be resolved successfully in Manzanar while they resulted in the failure of the 
Hildebrandt Memorial? In essence, Manzanar interpreters allowed the universal 
value of their site and the belief that heritage belongs to many generations to direct 
their educational program. The unilateral design of the Hildebrandt Memorial 
placed the greatest weight on its patrons' emotional aims and the inherent economic 
values, rather than global heritage. 
At the core of the interpretive challenge around a site of difficult history 
are the twinned conflicts of the resource's varied values and its disparate audiences. 
The tension between universal and local values often parallels a perceived 
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generational gap between those closest to the enduring historic or academic values 
of the resource and the demands of those who personally experienced the source of 
the site's significance. This paper examines the relationship of these intertwined 
conflicts in the practical context of two uncomfortable monuments - twentieth 
century sites with some similarities that have been interpreted in different ways and 
with very different degrees of success. Uncomfortable monuments or resources 
of difficult history are defined here as those resources associated with moments of 
our history that are awkward, difficult, uncomfortable, and painful and therefore 
further complicate these questions of cultural resource worth and value. Often, 
these are aspects of history that some would rather see forgotten, yet they are 
increasingly being included in the bigger interpretive picture (Page and Mason 
2004). My argument here is that any criticism or explanation of success or failure 
at these sites and others like them must address two spectra: one of values, always 
interacting, and at sites like these with strong local and universal values, to some 
degrees conflicting; and one of audience, where the different needs of different 
generations of users are particularly at odds. 
The relationship between these spectra - these terms of criticism and 
assessment - is an extrapolation of archaeologist William Lipe's thoughts on 
cultural resource values. Lipe (1984) defined four core values common to cultural 
resources: associative/symbolic, informational, aesthetic, and economic. This is 
a limited framework, but Lipe goes on to emphasize that an object or site cannot 
be a cultural resource without value, and that it cannot have value without what 
he terms cognition and context. In short, cultural resource values, according to 
Lipe, are not inherent but are ascribed or assigned to a resource by the audience 
perceiving the resource. I would argue that interpretative strategy at contested or 
uncomfortable monuments all too often focuses only on one of these universes, 
either the needs of the stakeholders and other audiences, or the values of the site, 
without trying to grapple with both in a comprehensive paradigm. This is not 
surprising given the incredibly complex context of such sites. 
Manzanar National Historic Site 
After Japan's attacks throughout the Pacific Rim on December 7,1941, the military 
and political leadership of the United States made the infamous decision to remove 
anyone of Japanese descent from a large region of the westernmost states. In the 
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spring of 1942, when the exclusion order was given, there were over 120,000 
Japanese and Japanese Americans living on the West Coast within the exclusion 
zone. This was almost all of the Japanese population living in the United States 
at the time, and all of them were evacuated through dozens of smaller assembly, 
detention, and isolation centers to ten large relocation centers (with populations 
between 9,000 and 17,000), today commonly called internment camps (Burton et. 
al. 2002). What we call the sites (and how we characterize the relocation process 
itself) is still politically charged by debate regarding the reasons for the relocation. 
Some claim it was militarily necessary to prevent sabotage while others claim 
it was primarily fueled by fear of economic competition, outright racism (the 
majority view), or as others argue, a necessary effort to protect the Japanese from 
retributive violence. 
Figure 1. Manzanar, school auditorium and sentry post for 
military and internal police. 
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Regardless of this debate, the realities of camp life were that many of 
the internees were children and the vast majority were American-bom. Internees 
included the elderly, the infirm, and orphans. All individuals of Japanese descent 
were relocated with only what they could carry and were kept under varying 
levels of armed guard for the remainder of the Second World War. The definition 
of Japanese descent for purposes of relocation was a person of as little as one-
sixteenth Japanese blood. Under this broad definition, approximately two-thirds 
of the internees were citizens (Burton et. al. 2002). 
When the majority of the internees arrived in 1942, the internment camps 
were mainly bare earth with some temporary buildings - rows and blocks of 
military style barracks, each subdivided into four small apartments (Burton et. al. 
2002). The buildings were made from wooden frames and tarpaper, which do not 
stand up well to the extreme temperatures and winds of the western states. The 
only permanent buildings at most of the camps were those built by the internees 
while they were there. At Manzanar, those buildings were the school auditorium 
and the sentry posts for the military and internal police (figure 1). 
At the central core of Manzanar today, visitors can see those three buildings 
and the footprints of dozens of buildings removed when the camp closed. For the 
most part, the camps' existence was erased when all of the temporary buildings 
were sold or auctioned off for salvage. The permanent buildings were abandoned 
for almost fifty years before renewed interest in the site's history prompted 
preservation and interpretation efforts. Today, the site also includes lengths of 
reconstructed fence, a replica guard tower, and a building that was rescued from a 
closing military facility a few years ago because it is the same form and materials 
as the barracks and mess halls of the camp. 
Manzanar, bare as it may be, is the best interpreted of the ten camps and 
the auditorium building is the focus of interpretive efforts there. Inside is the 
interpretive center; the exhibits are comprehensive, including broad messages 
about civil rights, individual narratives, details from all ten relocation centers, and 
information from throughout the Pacific theater. The interpretive center's design 
evokes the feel of the camp; the exhibits are arranged around a reproduction of 
the base of a watchtower from which a salvaged searchlight shines, and the signs 
and kiosks are constructed of native wood with bracing, details, and lighting 
suggestive of camp-era construction. 
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Perhaps more important than what goes on in the interpretive center is 
what happens outside of it. The landscape has been reclaimed from its years of 
abandonment with many roadways and some of the vistas have been cleared and 
restored to facilitate visitor experiences. For the most part, however, intervention 
has been limited. The open, harsh nature of the site has been left exposed. This sort 
of interpretation is exactly what the Issei (first generation Japanese immigrants) 
and the Nissei (Japanese American) internees prefer. When they arrived on the site 
in 1942, the landscape was barren, and when the site was abandoned and erased 
three years later, it returned to that condition. While few if any of the stakeholders 
would choose to erase the site, the older generation of internees would prefer to 
leave the landscape as it was when they arrived before they built on the land, and 
as it became after they left, as a testament to the experience itself. In recognition 
of this desire, the National Park Service has mainly left only those buildings and 
structures that survived the test of time: the auditorium, the guard shacks, and the 
cemetery obelisk built by the same Manzanar mason. Regarding the landscape 
itself, intervention has, as noted above, been minimal. Even the site's community 
and residential gardens - an integral aspect of camp life - are left untended and 
dilapidated, in a natural state. 
While the older generation of internees would restore little - only what is 
needed for interpretation - the younger generation and the internees' descendants, 
as well as the general public, typically prefer a more elaborate interpretation 
that would include the reconstruction of barracks and a model block of multiple 
buildings. In fact, that is the long-term plan for Manzanar; the way the Park 
Service has balanced the different generational demands in the immediate future 
is to reconstruct only the fence and tower, and relocate the mess hall, which is 
not open to the public at this time. While not all of us would agree on the best 
combination of restoration, reconstruction, and preservation of the status quo, 
Manzanar's interpretive design has delicately balanced the deeper message of 
the site and the desires of the internees and their descendants. The Manzanar 
interpreters are making conscious and careful decisions about the needs of the 
Issei, the Nissei, and California's schoolchildren; these are their physically and 
emotionally local audiences. While the interpreters are attempting to balance the 
needs of current and future generations conscientiously, their strategy is perhaps 
weakest in its failure to address the universal value of the site. Internment is cast in 
terms of human rights on a few installations in the museum, but for the most part. 
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the historical value is narrowed to the site's importance to Japanese Americans 
and a limited lesson for all Americans about how their own government behaved 
badly. Yet this is arguably a site of world heritage. The potential contemplative 
value of the site is left very much in the hands of the pensive visitor and neither 
strongly encouraged nor well provided for. In general, failure to recognize values 
larger than national values or to facilitate contemplation at sites of difficult history, 
are common American oversights but not unique to our work. 
The Hildebrandt Memorial 
The Berlin Wall - erected in 1961 - became a symbol of the Cold War, especially 
in the West. Incidents like Peter Fechter's death and the standoff at Checkpoint 
Figure 2. The Hildebrandt Memorial. 
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Charlie defined the period for many (Feversham and Schmidt 1999). Yet when 
the wall fell in 1989, and as it was deconstructed throughout 1990, there was 
substantial disagreement about how quickly and completely it should be removed 
and whether any of it should be retained for posterity (Feversham and Schmidt 
1999: 42, 66-70). At Checkpoint Charlie - the FriedrichstraBe crossing of the 
Berlin Wall - a private memorial to victims of the wall-era regime was built in 2004 
and demolished in 2005 (Fig. 2). It failed, at least in part, due to an overemphasis 
on economic values and the bias of its patrons, Alexandra Hildebrandt and her late 
husband Rainer Hildebrandt, as well as its physical inauthenticity. This is a sharp 
contrast to the interpretation at Manzanar. 
The Hildebrandt memorial consisted of salvaged, undocumented sections 
of wall cleaned of graffiti, painted white, topped by an imitation coping, and set 
next to a field of white gravel and bare wooden crosses with the names of 1,065 
victims. It was approximately ten meters away from the actual sector border and 
in some places ran perpendicular to it. The double row of cobblestones marking 
the border indicated this discrepancy for attentive visitors, but most tourists were 
more concerned with the eye-level details and, unfortunately, the photo opportunity 
Figure 3. Tourists at the Hildebrandt Memorial. 
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Alexandra Hildebrandt built the installation in memory of her husband, 
journalist and peace activist Rainer Hildebrandt, who founded the Haus am 
Checkpoint Charlie museum adjacent to the site of the memorial. Whether it is an 
art installation or a memorial is actually unclear. Alexandra Hildebrandt received 
official permission to build it as a temporary art installation after leasing the land 
from its developer owners. She then refused to tear it down, claiming alternately 
that the landowners she was leasing it from had failed in their contractual duties to 
build a memorial and that it filled a desperate need, as there was no other memorial 
to the victims of the regime in the city. Neither claim is true. For that reason, 
the memorial was demolished by court order in June of 2005 at the request of the 
landowners. 
While it was up, the memorial attracted thousands of visitors, many 
of whom thought they were seeing and touching the real wall despite its clean 
appearance, its simplicity, and the lack of related security measures, as well as the 
fact that the wall at checkpoints was different than elsewhere. Critics decried the 
memorial as the "Disney Wall," claiming it was a caricature of the real nightmare, 
which was better preserved at the official memorial and other urban sites. Because 
this particular border crossing was best known for the three-day standoff that 
occurred there between Soviet and American tanks in 1961, it was lacking in 
interpretation of its subsequent and relatively recent importance. It is difficult to 
distinguish which values are local and which are universal at such a site - what 
must be treated as personal to Berliners, to East Germans, and to all Germans, and 
what should be interpreted for the global community of visitors. 
At the Topography of Terror exhibition just down the street, the wall is 
untouchable to protect it from "wall-peckers," but at the Hildebrandt Memorial, 
as at the official memorial on Bernauer StraBe, the fabric of the wall is accessible 
to visitors (Klausmeier and Schmidt 2004: 108-111). Interpretation at both of the 
latter sites was limited to a few plaques, but the words of the official interpretation 
were chosen in consultation with the public. (Klausmeier and Schmidt 2004: 
178-180) In truth, a long battle over this language had postponed the memorial's 
official inauguration, yet the process was undeniably more just for stakeholders. 
The fabric of the memorial, its location, and its arrangement were all inauthentic; 
its relationship with the field of crosses offended some, while others were more 
disturbed by the proliferation of souvenir vendors along the new stretch of 
seemingly reconstructed wall. Was it the privatized, almost secretive design and 
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installation process, the flaws in the design, or it relationship to the vendors and 
crass tourists that doomed the memorial? 
All played a part, as did Hildebrandt's legal missteps, but perhaps the 
greatest flaw was the nearly complete absence of stakeholder involvement in a site 
of such powerful emotional, contemplative, and universal values. The memorial 
appealed to some - a limited audience - but the site has connections for many. 
While for those who lived in the wall-era, there has been a conscious effort to 
forget. Younger generations are growing up without an understanding of the wall 
and this checkpoint, its Cold War context, or even in extreme cases, its existence. 
While the same can certainly be said for the Japanese internment camps, the 
latter are at least characterized by an increasing concern for their interpretation. 
Checkpoint Charlie remains a largely ignored aspect of the Berlin landscape. The 
conflicting needs of its audiences and stakeholders are all unaddressed, and the 
varying values of the site (except economics) are equally neglected. 
Comparison and Conclusion 
At both sites, the global heritage values and the local preservation movement 
have been set against each other unwittingly, though in landscapes of difficult or 
uncomfortable history like these, the use of the site for healing by stakeholders 
and pilgrims cannot be ignored in favor of any value. What, then, allowed these 
conflicts to be resolved successfully in Manzanar while they resulted in the 
failure of the Hildebrandt Memorial? Ascribing the failure to the public-private 
distinction is an insufficient and incomplete answer. 
In essence, Manzanar interpreters allowed the universal value of their site 
and the belief that heritage belongs to many generations to direct their educational 
program. The imposed, unilateral design of the Hildebrandt Memorial placed the 
greatest weight on its patrons' emotional aims and the site's perceived economic 
values, rather than global heritage. Strangely enough, the Hildebrandt Memorial 
attempted more purposefully to facilitate contemplation at Checkpoint Charlie 
by striking a powerful emotional cord with symbols of death and stark materials, 
yet the symbolic significance of the 1,065 crosses was lost on most of the tourists 
who posed before them for pictures, while the original cemetery monument at 
Manzanar still inspires silence and reflection. 
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There is as much danger in neglecting any significant value of a site as 
there is in neglecting a group of stakeholders or particular audience. Favoring any 
value or voice flaws the interpretation, but perfect balance is also impossible. The 
solution - challenging as it may be - is to conscientiously seek balance in both 
realms. Assuming the needs of any audience or even equating them with a single 
value is detrimental to the overall interpretive program. 
One additional note has been revealed by this comparison - the potential 
contemplative value inherent in sites such as these. As we increasingly preserve 
and interpret sites of difficult history or aim to present a comprehensive picture 
at any site, we must acknowledge that there is, should be, or may someday 
be an audience seeking to use the site not just for education per se but for the 
contemplation of history in a personal way. The visitors - something beyond 
a tourist but not quite a pilgrim - will seek an experience from sites of difficult 
history that we should not foreclose with explicit interpretive efforts. 
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PRESERVING THE CONTEMPORARY: 
PALESTINIAN REFUGEE CAMPS AS 
A LIVING HERITAGE 
Khaldun Bshara 
Conservation Unit, Riwaq Centre, Palestine 
IN March 2007, Riwaq Centre1 released the Registry of Historic Buildings in Palestine. This three-volume publication is the culmination of a long-term 
project that started in 1994. The project aimed at compiling information of all 
historic buildings in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Buildings older than fifty 
years (when the project started) and built in traditional materials and methods 
were registered. As many as 50,320 buildings were given reference numbers and 
fact sheets to include historical, architectural, geographic and social data. Riwaq 
Centre considers the release of this publication a step towards acknowledging the 
hard work of the last thirteen years. At the same time, Riwaq sees this as just one 
stage in the history of the Registry, i.e. if the criteria of fifty years old structures, 
are still applicable then more buildings are now worth listing. Structures that 
were considered modem in 1994 have become older than fifty years old and hence 
historic according to the criteria set forth in 1994. 
Scattered over the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria 
are dozens of Palestinian refugee camps which are more than half a century 
old. These camps acquired a national significance as they document a period in 
Palestinian history which still ongoing, i.e. Exile and Diaspora. Architecturally, 
the poor concrete structures of refugee camps resemble a mode of construction 
which is very peculiar to its era and provides us with important socio-political and 
economic data. 
Material culture is mainly preserved for its knowledge or aesthetic values. 
Hence, it is only a matter of time before the Palestinian refugee camps will be the 
subject for an inventory, study and perhaps nomination to World Heritage List 
because of their universal values. The emerging conservation concepts which 
have to do with neither history nor with aesthetics but rather with socioeconomic, 
political, and anthropological values support such claims. In the near future, 
refugee camps (especially when very few of those who witnessed their construction 
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will be alive) among other contemporary structures, will be acknowledged as 
living contemporary heritage. In this short paper 1 will attempt to shed light on 
the historical, architectural, planning, and social significance of the Palestinian 
refugee camps as living contemporary heritage. 
Background 
The 1966 Jordanian Law of Antiquity adopted by the Palestinian National Authority 
after the 1993 Oslo Accords defines archaeology as any movable or immovable 
artifacts or structures built or produced before 1700 AD or any site or structure 
built after 1700 AD that is declared by the Director of the Antiquity Department 
to be an archaeological site or structure2. Hence most traditional architecture in 
Palestine, built mainly after 1700 AD during Ottoman period, is not automatically 
protected. This explains the foundation of many Palestinian institutions and NGOs 
who took it upon themselves to document, protect and restore the built heritage 
of the last three centuries in Palestine. Riwaq Centre is one of these initiatives, 
aiming at promoting the protection and conservation of such heritage. 
In March 2007 Riwaq Centre published the inventory of historic buildings 
in Palestine. The registry contains information regarding every historic building 
within West Bank and Gaza strip. For some thirteen years hundreds of architects, 
engineers and students compiled the information regarding more than 50,000 
historic buildings in 422 localities in Palestine. The information collected in the 
field covered such data such as social, economic, architectural and historical data. 
The reference card for each building is structured to contain a reference number, 
the name, the owner, use, and a brief description of the architecture as well as 
sketches for both the site plan and the main fafade. 
Buildings dating prior to World War II and built with local materials and 
traditional techniques were given the status of being a historic building. Any 
building built from imported or modem construction materials, such as concrete 
and steel, was considered new and hence not given any heritage value. However, 
Riwaq Centre believes that it is just a matter of time before the Registry will 
have to be updated, because it is a living document, subject to both additions and 
deletions as a result of discovery, modification of criteria, or destruction. 
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Rediscovering the Palestinian Heritage 
in the last few years Palestinian heritage has been undergoing a rediscovery process, 
closely linked to new trends in heritage. Cultural landscapes, folk traditions, 
handcrafts, music, and cuisine are among the fields of cultural heritage that are 
receiving increased attention. Natural and cultural sites have been studied and 
prepared for nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage List. Anthropological 
or contemporary art museums and collections have emerged to fill in the missing 
links in the Palestinian memory. The built environment has also been examined 
and rediscovered. For example, many conservators and architects have called 
for the protection of the administrative buildings built in various localities by 
the British authorities during the Mandate Period (1922-1947), many of which 
were destroyed during the Israeli offensive in 2002. These experts argue that 
these buildings constitute an important part of built environment in Palestine 
documenting a period and its technological improvements; hence they embody 
important heritage values despite their relatively recent age. 
Recent research by architect Mouhannad Hadid from Riwaq Centre 
discusses the influence of the international style on the architecture in Palestine, 
mainly during the 1960s. The expected output of this research will be a book 
which aims at shedding light on the emergence of a new architectural vocabulary 
as a result of the interaction between architects in Palestine and other renowned 
architects of the international style. 
The British mandate "heritage" in Palestine demonstrates the changing 
meaning of historicity. The later example of documenting the international style 
in Palestine demonstrates the willingness to re-write history in Palestine with 
new findings and demonstrates that the concepts of heritage is changing rapidly 
following new trends that ascribe values to objects or structures because they offer 
new dimensions and meanings to humanity.3 
The Palestinian Refugee Camps 
The Palestinian Refugee issue dates back to 1948 when around 800,000 Palestinians 
were forced to flee their homes during the war that resulted in the creation of the 
state of Israel. 
Today, according to United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), there are at least 4,273,939 registered 
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refugees in the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. Some have 
been displaced twice, losing their refuge again during the 1967 War or during the 
Lebanese civil war. Today, at least 1,268,233 Palestinian refugees live in refugee 
camps in various countries in the Middle East. Table 1 shows the geographical 
distribution of these refugees. 
Table 1: The distribution of Palestinian refugees in neighboring countries4 
Country / 
Territory 
West Bank 
Gaza Strip 
Jordan 
Lebanon 
Syria 
Total 
Registered 
refugees 
687.542 
993.818 
1.780.701 
394.532 
417.346 
4.273.939 
Number 
of Refugee 
Camps 
19 
8 
10 
12 
10 
59 
Number of Refugees living inside 
camps 
Min 
176.514 
474.130 
283.183 
223.956 
110.4505 
1.268.233 
Max 
181.241 
478.854 
304.430 
225.125 
119.776 
1.309.426 
Hence, refugees are a major part of the Palestinian population; half 
of the Palestinians are refugees (4 million out of 8) and thirty percent of the 
registered refugees (1.3 million out of 4.3) still live in very slum-like conditions 
in recognized and unrecognized camps. Nevertheless, refugee camps have 
become huge structures and a significant element of the built environment; for 
example, Jabalia, Rafah, and Khan-Yunis refugee camps in the Gaza Strip and 
the al-Yarmouk refugee camp in Syria contained more than 100,000 inhabitants 
in 2005, making them larger than most Palestinian town and villages. At the same 
time, some of the camps are tiny in space and population; for example, Garamana 
refugee camp in Syria is the smallest with around 3,000 inhabitants. 
Refuge vs. Habitat 
A refugee camp, as its name suggests, is a refuge: a place that shelters people 
fleeing from natural or man-made disasters. Hence Palestinian refugee camps are 
involuntary habitats bom in special circumstances and meant to be temporary. 
In contrast, the Palestinian village or town has a distinctive social, planning 
and architectural vocabulary that evolved over history. The Palestinian village was 
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built on fertile soils near water resources. It has a dominant plaza, a guest house and 
clusters of residential houses. These housing clusters developed organically from 
the expansion of a one room peasant house into extended family courtyards and 
then neighborhoods named after clans. The families' or neighborhood's economic 
and social wealth were reflected in its architectural quality and location. The 
expansion of Palestinian villages and towns eventually led to the destruction of, or 
domination over the historic centers. While historic centers were built from stone 
structures, the new buildings followed more recent technological developments 
and were mainly built from reinforced concrete structures with the local stone 
merely as a shell cover. 
The refugee camps, viewed initially as temporary, were built from 
economical materials and were planned as military camps, with intersecting rows 
of tents with some large tents for common social facilities. There was no hierarchy 
in planning or quality. The tents did not reflect social status or economic wealth. 
Hence, the most stunning difference between a Palestinian village or town and a 
refugee camp was the absence of "Class" i.e. social division; there were no class 
zones in the refugee camp and no clear differences between inhabitants. At least 
initially the inhabitants were all refugees with equal social status whatever their 
background was. The refugee camp, thus, constituted a socially homogeneous 
community with the same feelings (grief) and aspirations (return). However, 
there were less fortunate camps than others in terms of infrastructure, location 
and services. Some refugee camps are not officially recognized (such as az-Zarqa 
in Jordan, al-Yarmouk in Syria, Birzeit, al 'Ain and Qaddoura in the West Bank) 
echoing in status the unrecognized Arab villages in Negev desert and the Galilee 
(both in Israel). 
Yet, there is an ironic analogy between a refugee camp and a local habitat; 
the refugee camp could disappear (echoing the hundreds of Palestinian villages 
destroyed during 1948 war), for example, Nabatieh, al Dikwaneh, and Jisr el-
Basha refugee camps in Lebanon were destroyed during the conflict and were 
never re-built. Hundreds of units in the Jenin refugee camp in the West Bank, and 
Rafah in the Gaza Strip were destroyed during the Israeli military assault in 2002-
2005 and were never re-built. 
A habitat and its name are always associated with a specific geography; for 
example Nablus is a Palestinian town and Yatta is a Palestinian village. Likewise a 
refugee camp will continue to be associated with the geography of Palestine even 
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though it is detached from it; for example refugee camps in different countries and 
territories will continue to be Palestinian refugee camps. 
Architecture and Planning of a Palestinian refugee Camp6 
The Palestinian refugees were accommodated in tents until the late 1950s when 
UNRWA replaced the tents with more durable shelters. Early shelters were made 
from thick textile with wooden posts provided by the UNRWA. Up to three 
persons inhabited a one-post circular tent. A family with more than three persons 
was given a three-post tent. The one-post tents were set together in rows, as were 
the three-post tents. The tents were arranged back-to-back, opening directly 
onto a six-meter alley. The space between was also a possible circulation space. 
UNRWA employed refugees to erect the tents with little engineering supervision. 
The building of the tents was carried out in the "Food for Work" program. Each 
worker - such as Ibrahim Zaid born in 1930 and displaced from his village Beit 
Nabala near Yafa /Tel-Aviv - would receive three kilograms of wheat flower in 
return for each twelve-hour working day (Fig. 1). 
Figure 1. Nahr Al-Barid refugee camp, Lebanon (1952). ® UNRWA photo archive 
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For a camp of 1000-1200 tents with around 4000 refugees, UNRWA 
provided a milk centre (a large tent that provided every child with a pot of dissolved 
powdered milk), a nutrition centre (a large tent that served as a dining room 
provided meals for school children and take-away meals for families), and several 
sanitary units (one square meter cells in groups of six with indirect entrances built 
from concrete blocks with no doors and set at a reasonable distance from the tents). 
UNRWA also provided schooling for refugees. A camp of this size was provided 
with eight reasonably large tents which accommodated both sexes until the fourth 
grade. The refugee camp was also provided with a tent as a medical centre and a 
tent as a mosque. 
After few years and with the misery caused by the collapse of tents (as a 
result of snow for example), in 1951-1952 some refugees started building rubble 
stone structures mixed with earth mortar as shelters. UNRWA provided wooden 
boards for roofing and later provided asbestos sheets. 
In 1953 UNRWA started building refugee camps from more permanent 
materials. They replaced the tents with concrete structures. Again, there were three 
types of rooms: small room some nine square meters to host up to three persons, 
the medium size, some twelve square meters to host up to six inhabitants, and 
the two-room model, some eighteen square meters to accommodate families with 
more than six members. 
The prototypes were set in rows. Each type was grouped between two 
streets some six meters wide. Built back-to-back, the rooms were associated with 
small area in front. The most spacious units had up to eighty square meters as an 
open space associated with the cell. Others opened directly onto the street. The cells 
had walls built from ten-centimeter thick hollow concrete blocks, five-centimeter 
thick concrete floorings, and a slightly inclined eight centimeter thick slab (roof). 
The two and a half meter high cells were provided with sixty by eighty centimeter 
windows and eighty by one hundred ninety centimeter doors both made of wooden 
boards with simple hinges. The UNRWA built clinic, nutrition centre, milk centre, 
school, youth club and common sanitary unit were also built from concrete. 
UNRWA provided cedars to be planted in common spaces and around the 
public services. The refugees also started to plant some fruit trees in the camp once 
they possessed their own plot. However, they planted trees that were suitable for 
the new area. Refugees did not plant similar types of plans to those they cultivated 
in their original gardens beyond the Green Line. 
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Though refugee camps had a similar military grid plan and they were 
provided with common facilities, a wide variety of construction methods were 
adopted in building the cells. Hollow concrete blocks were associated with slightly 
inclined slab or asbestos sheets or pitched roof. The latter were mostly used in 
coastal areas. The barracks typology consisted of a quite large space surmounted 
by a pitched roof and divided internally into two rows of small cells of no more 
than three by three meters connected together with a corridor. Sun-dried mud 
bricks associated with clay roofing on staked wooden beams were used in the 
Jordan valley areas. 
Refugee Camps Today 
The Palestinian refugee camps as they stand today are the result of an ongoing 
building process. The refugees were able to construct additional rooms as the 
families naturally grew by birth and marriage. With the fourth generation of 
refugees now becoming adults, the shelters and surrounding plots of land have 
become fully utilized as living space. The camps today are highly congested and 
overcrowded and the streets are narrowing as a result of new constructions. 
When early construction materials were primitive there were limitations 
on the shape, height, and morphology of the buildings. Thus refugee camps are now 
characterized by one to two floor buildings that have been developing organically 
according to the need of the residence in the same manner the Palestinian village 
developed. Nowadays, the camps still have the military plan with intersecting 
streets and a central square with the mosque as the most dominant building. From 
the principal alley, smaller pathways (corridors) transect the refugee camp dividing 
it into blocks. The blocks were named after the villages or towns that the refugee 
of that particular block came from. Sometimes these areas became large enough to 
have blocks were named A, B, C, and so forth. The UNRWA schools were set 
at the edge of the camp and as a result of the camps' expansions they become part 
of the camps themselves. Today, with the urban expansion limitations, the camps 
have been developing vertically; one may encounter up to five floors in refugee 
camps. Few structures from the 1950s have remained. 
After 1993 Oslo Accords, the refugee camps - especially in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip - witnessed new changes. Each refugee camp inaugurated 
memorials for the martyrs who fell fighting the occupation. Situated at the camp 
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entrance, they often included a map of Mandate Palestine, usually made from 
local limestone, denoting the relation with the historic Palestine (their lost home). 
Another feature in the refuge camps are the metal triumphal arches which decorate 
the camps' entrances. 
Because they were built in proximity to Palestinian villages and towns, 
the refugee camps have become an integral part of the built landscape. This is also 
true for the Palestinian refugee camps in Jordan, as many of the camps are now 
surrounded by residential areas as a result of the growth in the Jordanian population 
and the subsequent development of the towns and cities. The camps have thus 
developed into urban quarters resembling the neighborhoods around them. This is 
due to the refugees themselves who have worked hard to improve their conditions 
and to the government of Jordan, which has invested large amounts of funds to 
provide camps with basic infrastructure7. Similarly, with large buildings, up to 
five floors, built to absorb the natural increase of the population, refugee camps 
have become very densely populated. Therefore, refugee camps in the Gaza Strip 
have one of the highest population densities in the world. For example, over 
78,700 refugees live in al-Shati' (Beach) camp whose area is less than one square 
kilometer.8 
Refugee Camps as a Social System 
Who are we? We don't carry the identity of the place we live in, and the 
identity we carry has no place9. 
The camps are active social units. Camp residents run their own activities. Camp 
committees are regarded as official bodies representing the camp population. 
However, there is some variety in the way the community in camps rule and 
manage the camp. In Jordan the camps' improvement committees, members 
of which are selected by the Jordanian government's Department of Palestinian 
Affairs (DPA) from amongst community leaders and refugee notables, in effect take 
on the role of municipal councils. In Lebanon, popular committees in the camps 
representing the refugees regularly discuss these problems with the Lebanese 
Government or with UNRWA officials.10 In Syria, UNRWA cooperates with the 
General Administration for Palestine Arab Refugees (GAPAR), a department of 
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the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, which was established in 1950. In the 
West-Bank and Gaza Strip the camps are managed through popular committees 
that negotiate day-to-day problems with UNRWA and the Palestinian National 
Authority. The committees try to alleviate poverty and decrease unemployment 
rates in addition to providing necessary services such as electricity, water, drainage 
and sanitary networks. 
Refugee camps are very much connected with one another; the relation 
between camps is closer than those between camps and villages/towns. Many 
of their inhabitants share the feeling that they were betrayed by the Palestinian 
politicians in particular and by the Palestinians in general. However, the last 
twenty years witnessed better integration of the refugees within the surrounding 
community wherever they are located" as a result of education and economical 
achievements. 
After some six decades of loss, the refugees among whom fourth or 
fifth generations have been born in exile express their strong feelings for their 
original homes and villages as if they themselves - and not their ancestors - were 
conceived there; they recall the properties their families once possessed longing 
for return. There is a consensus among most refugees about their right of return. 
Nevertheless, acts of remembering of the Nakba (the 1948 catastrophe) take place 
in refugee camps every year to transmit the elders' memories to the younger 
generations through material reminders such as ownership documents, the heavy 
original house keys, or photographs of their homes. 
On Fridays, the refugee camps' inhabitants usually sit at the many cafés 
that surround the central plaza overlooking the memorial of the martyrs. I asked 
once: "Why are you all sitting in the cafés?" Abu Jihad from Beit Nabala near Tel 
Aviv answered bluntly: "We have no gardens". Khalid, when asked from where 
he is, answered: "I am from Beit Nabala. Even though 1 was born in Colombia." 
When I asked him why he didn't mention al Jalazon camp where his three children 
were bom and his father married his mother, he intermpted me: "But 1 am not 
from here". 
Such answers show the uncertainty and the controversial status of a refugee 
and a refugee camp. We know that those who had the opportunity of leaving 
the camp for a better environment did leave. Depending on the possibilities, 
opportunities and political will, the refugees left their refuge to a more established 
habitat. Nowadays, only 26% of the refugees remain in the camps. 
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Conclusion 
Palestinian refugee camps constitute an important element of Palestinian identity. 
Its architecture, social relations, origin and future compose a clear cultural entity. 
The Palestinian refugee campsplays a major role in Palestinian social structures; 
it took over the social system that a Palestinian village was built around (namely 
the extended family and its kinship ties). These have been lost in our modernized 
communities favoring individuality over collective social structure. In refugee 
camps, one may see the traditional social structures represented in the solidarity 
between the members of an extended family and among refugees despite 
their location. Hence, camps represent a collective mode of social structure. 
Nevertheless, social structures were translated into the architecture of the camps; 
houses are clustered in the same way a Palestinian village was clustered, i.e. 
that the son builds near his father and the brother near his brother. And when the 
property became filled they built another floor. 
Palestinian refugee camps are complex phenomena; a refuge that 
became a habitat; a temporary shelter that became a permanent living space. This 
phenomenon documents for an era of Palestinian history (Exile and Diaspora) 
that still going on. The camps are organic clusters with high density comparable 
in population density only to mega-cities. From a geographical point of view, the 
camps are dispersed over quite large territory in the Middle East, which makes the 
phenomenon widely dispersed geographically. 
As a result, the camps attained values that transcend the poor concrete 
structures from which they are built. Values such as social, anthropological, 
planning, and geographical location elevate the status of the camps to be worthy 
of being considered as heritage. If history and aesthetics are not the only values 
that determine the importance of material heritage, then refugee camps could be 
considered both tangible and intangible heritage for Palestinians searching for 
identity and for material reminders of their continuous Diaspora and Exile. 
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PROTECTING THE "OTHER'S" HERITAGE: 
A PROPOSAL FOR THE PRESERVATION OF 
THE BAYYARAATHOUSES OF JAFFA 
Iris Kashman 
Columbia University, USA 
The 20lh century has been defined by forced migrations of people around the world, who have had to leave their houses behind to escape war. This fact 
raises difficult philosophical and moral questions for the victors who take over the 
care of those houses. As the field of historic preservation was connected historically 
to the construction of cultural and national identity, it worked to bring people 
together around collective historic memories and their built symbols. Even today 
around the globe, monuments are destroyed while others are erected to create 
a geography matching the preferred local, regional, and even national historic 
narrative. Traditionally preservationists have not chosen to deal with heritage 
that challenges the unity of the majority's cultural identity. Given this biased 
inclination, this paper will examine how the preservation of heritage belonging to 
a displaced population can be achieved. 
This paper focuses on the historic bayyaraat houses of Jaffa. Bayyaraat, 
an Arabic word meaning "wells," was used to describe both the orange groves and 
gardens surrounding Jaffa and the built compounds constructed within them, mostly 
in the mid 19th century. These structures contained both residential spaces (mainly 
functioning as summer houses for the urban rich) and agricultural elements such 
as wells and pools used to irrigate the orange trees around them. During the 1948 
Israeli-Palestinian war most Palestinian owners of the bayyaraat fled the city and 
were never allowed to return. Their houses were taken over by the Israeli state and 
as the city of Tel Aviv grew, they were gradually integrated into the southeastern 
part of the city. In a field survey 1 conducted with a colleague. Architect Naor 
Meimar, during the summer of 2006, we found twenty-nine bayyaraat existing 
in the southeastern neighborhoods of Tel Aviv (full documentation records are 
included in Kashman 2007). As these houses serve as signposts of memory many 
Israelis wish to forget, most stand today underutilized, neglected and decayed. 
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Historical Background 
At the beginning of the 19lh century, Jaffa, a city 3,000 years old, was still a 
small port town in one of the most neglected provinces of the Ottoman Empire. 
However, the new political climate of the time brought intense urban development 
previously unknown. Between the years 1800 and 1880, Jaffa's built area almost 
tripled and the orange grove area more than quadrupled in size (Kark 1990, 
Schölchl993). 
A comparison of the built area on successive 19th century maps reveals 
that most of the bayyaraat were built between 1843 and 1879. Three conditions 
propelled their development: first, the area became safer, allowing the development 
of the city beyond its old walls; second, the thriving citrus industry began to export 
to Europe after the opening of the Suez Canal and the end of the Crimean War; and 
finally, the 1858 Ottoman "new land law" allowed full free private land ownership 
{mulk) in certain areas, making the lands around Jaffa a desired investment, and 
gave new land rights to non-Muslim residents (Fischbach 2003). 
The bayyaraat first served for agricultural uses and as residences for the 
grove's keeper and operator. But by the 1860's, bigger and more elegant bayyaraat 
were built to serve as summer residences for their urban owners (Schölch 1993). 
These villas were owned by Muslim and Christian families from the city, but also 
by foreign churches and vice-consuls, and Jewish new-comers (as seen in the 
Sandel map, 1878). The bayyaraat were the first buildings to be built along the 
roads that radiated from the center of Jaffa into the countryside, and thus served 
as the backbone of all further urban development. 
The high land prices associated with the orange groves located to the 
east of Jaffa caused the late 19th and early 20* century urban development to 
bypass this area for cheaper open land- the new city of Tel Aviv expanded to the 
North, and Jaffa's new neighborhoods mainly to the South. Hence, the bayyaraat 
had an important structural role in shaping the development pattem of Tel Aviv-
Jaffa. During World War 1 the agricultural work was often neglected and many 
orange trees were burned for fuel by the Turkish army divisions camped in the 
groves (Rotbard 2005). Therefore after the war some groves were sold for urban 
development; by the 1920's a number of the houses were no longer surrounded by 
agricultural land but rather by more buildings. The irrigation pools (replenished 
daily with groundwater) were sometimes used by the neighbors' children as 
swimming pools (Rotbard 2005). 
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Figure 1. Murad bayyara or the 'Red House'. © Iris Kashman. 
Following the 1948 war most of the bayyaraat owners became refugees 
and their houses and lands were appropriated by the Israeli state as absentees' 
property, a move that was never followed by proper compensation agreements. 
During the 1950's most of the bayyaraat were used as multifamily housing for 
immigrant Jewish families and individuals. Today the houses stand in the midst 
of Tel Aviv's southeastern neighborhoods such as Neve Ofer and Tel Kabir and 
are often deserted or serve in such architecturally damaging capacities as garages 
and workshops for light industry. Most are still publicly owned. Seen against the 
austere background of the 1950's and 1960's Israeli housing projects, however, 
the bayyaraat often seem to the locals as enchanted deserted castles, and are many 
times known only by popularized nicknames such as the "Red House" or the "Pink 
House" (Fig. 1). 
Although the physical connection between the bayyaraat and their original 
owners was cut, the groves and the houses continued to live in the Palestinian 
memory. Scholars such as LeVine (2005) and Bardenstein (1998) looked at later 
Palestinian literary and artistic representations of Jaffa's bayaaraat and orange 
groves, and found they were often used as metaphors for the fate of the Palestinian 
people after 1948. The continuing yearning for the bayyaraat can also be seen in 
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the call of the Lebanese singer Fairuz "Oh, our bayyaraat, we planted them.. .and 
we watered them as far a the eye can see" or Qalyubi's claim that "the bayyaraat 
represent the pinnacle of Palestinian civilization effort"(Qalyubi 2002). 
Architectural Analysis 
The bayyaraat formed a unique vernacular typology - a hybrid of both rural and 
urban forms that has received very little attention from architectural historians. 
Although influenced by the plan of other houses of the time (such as the Cross-
Vault Cluster and the Central Hall House; described in Davie 2004, Fuchs 1998, 
and Rugette 1974), the bayyaraat have distinctive architectural and landscape 
features of their own: 
Siting: The bayyaraat are not sited in a city or a village but within the 
agricultural lands. Each bayyara is located on the highest point of the grove 
it was built to irrigate, in order to allow the water in the pools to gravitate 
through conduits to the trees. The bayyara compound is surrounded by a wall 
and gate and always bordered a public path. 
Wells: Each bayyara has at least one well that was dug to reach Jaffa's relatively 
high groundwater level. The wells were used to fill the pools. 
Turn wheels: These were located above the well, operated at first by animal 
power, and later by kerosene engines. (Avitzur 1997). 
Pools: Approximately 4 x 4m structures (Fig. 2). As the pool was built 
with thick stepped walls to counteract the hydraulic forces, they were sound 
structures that usually shared a wall with the house in order to give them 
additional stability. 
Water conduits: Designed to transfer water from the pool to the orange trees. 
Sabils: Some elegant bayyaraat had a sahil, or public drinking fountain, on 
the wall facing the road. These fountains were meant as a public offering, 
supplying water from the pools to passers-by and their animals. 
Farm structures: in addition to the main house, most bayyaraat contained 
structures for agricultural uses such as stables, storage and work spaces. 
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Figure 2. Deserted pool. © Iris Kashman. 
Preservation 
The bayyaraat houses speak to an urban reality that has been overshadowed 
by the attention given to the modern "White City" of Tel Aviv. However, it is 
exactly the city's experience in preservation planning of the modem center that 
can now be used to confront more complex political preservation challenges 
such as the one posed by the bayyaraat. Tel Aviv-Jaffa was the first municipality 
in Israel to develop an extensive preservation policy and create a professional 
preservation team within the city's building department. This local preservation 
activity received international recognition in 2003 when the city's center was 
inscribed on UNESCO's World Heritage sites list as the "White City," due to 
its many International Style buildings and its Modernist street layout. It is hard 
to ignore, however, that Tel Aviv's canonical history as a modern city built on a 
"tabula rasa" had disregarded Jaffa's role in the urban development and history 
of the area's modernity in the era that predated Tel Aviv's establishment in 1911. 
Jaffa's architectural heritage was suppressed beginning with the demolition of a 
large portion of the Old City after 1948, and continuing into the 1980s with the 
neglect of the city's 19lh century Ajami neighborhood (Paz 1986, Cohen 2001). 
This attitude of denial is reflected in the 1949 statement of Israel's Minister of 
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Interior that "Jaffa did not take a role in the world history, or Israeli history, and 
it does not contain any remains of an ancient civilization of any period" (Yahav 
2004). 
Sadly, a certain portion of Jaffa's heritage is still disregarded today, as is 
apparent in the case of the bayyaraat: less than a third of the bayyaraat houses are 
presently protected by local preservation laws (Kashman 2007; also Fig. 3). As 
the real estate values in Tel Aviv are constantly rising, this lack of public protection 
puts the buildings in further danger as already some local plans propose their 
partial or complete demolition. Interestingly, not long ago a group of preservation 
activists was able to save the Anton Eijub bayyara from demolition to make room 
for a highway expansion. The justification used to protect this house was its role 
in harboring a well-known early Zionist group - the Biluyim - for a short period 
of time (Shechter-Twina 2007). This case exemplifies a lack of acceptance for 
the historic value of the bayyaraat in their own right, an attitude stemming from 
official Israeli animosity towards the Palestinian culture they evolved from and 
represent. 
Another challenge facing the preservation of the bayyaraat is the conflict of 
their ownership, as any investment in them might complicate future compensation 
claims. 
Despite these political and cultural difficulties, I believe that the 
preservation of the bayyaraat is in the interest of both Tel-Aviv and Jaffa as 
well as the present city composed of the two: the interest of having a pluralistic 
representation of social space that can perhaps rise above the difficult political 
situation. The interest of reconciling the tradition and modernity of these cities, 
understanding that without these traditional houses and the orange grove culture 
they represent, Jaffa could not have evolved into the modern and cosmopolitan 
center it was and hopefully will one day again become; and that without this urban 
evolution, Tel Aviv would have never been born and developed into the great city 
it is. It is important thus to stress that the bayyaraat are significant both as records 
of a displaced culture as well as documents of the city's historic urban growth. 
Aside from their individual significance, the bayyaraat as a group form a spatial 
arrangement through which we can read the city's history. 
The preservation of the bayyaraat requires an interpretation that will make 
them meaningful to both Israelis and Palestinians. The dilemma concerning the 
material preservation of these houses is that minimal preservation intervention. 
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Figure 3. Unprotected bayyaraat. © Iris Kashman. 
e.g. leaving the houses as ruins, puts more weight on the interpretation of the 
bayyaraat as a symbol of their abandonment - thus determining their period of 
significance to be the 1948 war. Leaving the houses as ruins in an urban context 
is also problematic from the physical conservation point of view; the houses left 
"as is" will remain exposed to extreme deterioration from rainwater entering 
through wall heads, roofless spaces and bare openings. As the conservation and 
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maintenance of the abandoned houses in this ruined condition is economically 
infeasible, it will result in the bayyaraat's final deterioration and disappearance 
in the coming decades. Along with the "scientific" consideration, there is also an 
ethical one: the false historical representation of displaying a house that was fully 
functioning until 1948 in a romanticized ruin form. 
The second alternative for the houses' physical preservation is renovating 
them, making their original architectural and agricultural-functional intentions 
clear and adapting them for the present use of the neighborhood residents, in the 
hope that through their constant use by the community their story will become more 
approachable. This alternative seems the most realistic for most of the bayyaraat, 
as it will leave them as part of the urban fabric and perhaps even help encourage 
a new interest in this neglected part of the city. Furthermore, this alternative will 
sustain the bayyaraat in an optimized condition for future new uses if at some 
point a better political situation will allow property agreements between Israelis 
and Palestinians. 
The third alternative for the physical preservation is adapting the 
bayyaraat as house museums or education/heritage centers that will tell the story 
of the orange groves and the city's development. This alternative, faithful to the 
past both in its political and a-political senses, is not a realistic option for the 
entire collection of houses. But in the few cases where it would be economically 
feasible, this solution would help raise awareness of the significance of all the 
bayyaraat and help avoid the single-sided interpretation such as we have seen in 
the Anton Eijub bayyara story. An education center could also serve as a starting 
point for walking tours through the different bayyaraat in this usually unvisited 
part of the city and thus encourage an interest in other bayyaraat as well. 
The preservation of the bayyaraat will not be a short term process but will 
rather require many individual projects, local initiatives and collective municipal 
guidance to challenge both cultural and political norms. Considering Tel Aviv 
- Jaffa's well-developed preservation policy and public involvement, however, it 
is perhaps the only place in Israel capable of tackling such preservation questions 
and the innovative courses of action needed for them. Furthermore, the city 
already has some very useful designation tools, incentives and regulations that can 
be implemented for the bayyaraafs protection. These may include a new historic 
districts designation that will include the bayyaraat that were swallowed by Jaffa's 
late 19"1 century-early 20th century development and are today part of a continuous 
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historic fabric, and a thematic designation that would target the bayyaraat located 
in groves farther away from the old city that are now dispersed over wide areas 
of later urban developments. The scattered geographical distribution of bayyaraat 
may not provide opportunities for tourists or economic benefits as in more 
concentrated areas of historic buildings. However, as these areas are often not so 
densely built, preserving some of the houses with a small piece of their original 
landscape is more probable, thus making the water systems' elements - even 
if adapted for a new use - readable again. Also the bayyaraafs mostly public 
ownership can offer an opportunity to involve the city and other public authorities 
in the preservation, serving the community's needs and fostering local pride. 
Finally, the question raised by the bayyaraafs preservation is global: 
how to protect the heritage of an absent voice and work through its nonconsensual 
meanings. But as often is the case in historic preservation, the means to solve this 
broad question in each instance must be local and specific to the historic resource's 
circumstances. In order to achieve an honest interpretation of the bayyaraat, both 
Israeli and Palestinian perceptions of this heritage should be considered. The 
relevance of the discussion it provokes should be taken advantage of, rather than 
avoided. If successful, a relevant preservation of the bayyaraat can show that 
cleansing of historic remains must not always follow ethnic displacement, but can 
become a carrier of more complex past and present values. 
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN HERITAGE IN 
POST-CONFLICT KOSOVO. PROMOTING 
DEMOCRACY, DIALOGUE AND RECONCILIATION 
THROUGH CULTURAL HERITAGE 
Sarah Wolferstan 
University College London, UK 
THIS project rests on the assumption that public participation in restoration projects improves the chances of achieving sustainable heritage development 
by strengthening reconciliation between and within communities through the 
management of conflicting interpretations. Such work can be broadly aligned 
with a more reflexive view of heritage such as that represented by the "New 
Muscology" movement, which incorporates notions of social justice (Kreps 
2003). it also reflects a recent focus on heritage and reconciliation (Butler 2001, 
2006, Scham and Yahya 2003). Memory studies are becoming increasingly 
central to many policies and theories in the cultural heritage sector (Hart and 
Winter 2001) and therefore 1 have attempted to incorporate the perspective of 
its practitioners (Hodgkin and Radstone 2003, Feuchtwang 2000, 2003) and the 
politics of remembering, forgetting and silences (Passerini 2001, Appadurai 1996, 
2001) into my analysis. Little research been done on how heritage interventions 
actively change memory. 
Context 
Bordering Montenegro, Albania, and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
Kosovo e Metohija (Serbian), Kosovo (UNMIK), or Kosova (Albanian) is the 
subject of an ongoing territorial dispute between the Serbian (and previously, the 
Yugoslav) government and Kosovo's Albanian population, in which place names, 
maps and categories are contested. Although still technically part of Serbia, the 
province has been an international protectorate of the United Nations Mission 
in Kosovo (UNMIK) since 1999. In the period leading up to full conflict, a third 
of Kosovo's historic mosques and 90 percent of traditional Kulla stone tower-
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houses (Herscher and Riedlmayer 2001) associated with Albanians, as well as 
entire wooden bazaar areas and town houses, associated with the area's Ottoman 
legacy, were destroyed or damaged. Incidences of vandalism characterised the 
following period. In March 2004 rising tensions culminated in attacks on 34 
Orthodox religious sites. Territorial control over heritage is one of the central 
topics of status talks on the future of the province. 
Following the riots, access to Serbian Orthodox heritage sites was 
restricted with checkpoints guarded by KFOR (UN peace-keeping forces). Kosovo 
Albanians have been held to account by the international community for "repeating 
the mistakes of history." This represents an about-turn in the pre-2004 rhetoric. 
This new narrative has taken the role of heritage victim away from Albanians 
(once the minority in Serbia) and gives it to the Serbians (now the minority in 
the province) rupturing Kosovo Albanian's memories of the war and reducing the 
story to a victim/aggressor binary. One international UNM1K employee claimed 
that restoring this heritage was "A must for Albanians to remove their tarnished 
reputation." 
Cultural Genocide and Balkan Alterity 
Inevitably, a series of representational and theoretical issues underlie this 
discourse. Accusations of cultural genocide and destruction of memory are 
frequently associated with the heritage destruction described above (Bevan 2006). 
A heritage consultant reviewing the damage in Kosovo claimed: "the killing of a 
person destroys an individual memory. The destruction of cultural heritage erases 
the memory of a people. It is as if they were never there" (Riedlmayer 2002, cited 
in Bevan 2006, 6). Describing how imperative the restoration of the 19* century 
church of St Sava in Mitovice/Mitrovica, a UNESCO document states; 
"it is important that the Southern part be restored to ensure a balance 
in the historical memory of the two communities " (UNESCO 2005). 
This sort of discourse calls into question the notion of a balance in 
memory and history, whether these concepts are represented by a monument, and 
indeed whether any of these factors are a prerequisite for reconciliation. Recent 
anthropological work has challenged the idea of memory as a store (Kucher in 
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Ingold 1996, cited by Butler 2006) and cast doubt on any simplistic readings 
of "collective memory." Controversial theories put forward by authors such as 
Holtorf (2001, 2005) and Meskell (2002) have dispelled the myth that heritage is 
something that is lost and can be saved. Nevertheless, organisations keen to attract 
funding have been more than ready to emphasise restoration work as a rescue 
mission; "saving" heritage becomes a metaphor for democracy, and minority 
rights, once again, a mini-crusade. 
Another theme that pervades heritage dialogue work in Kosovo is the 
topic of heritage value, frequently described as both universal and diverse as 
international organisations such as UNESCO and the Council of Europe have 
promoted the idea of universal heritage interchangeably with the idea of a diverse, 
multi-ethnic, "Balkan" heritage. According to authors from the Balkanism school 
(with its roots in post-colonial critique) this represents a Euro-institutional mission 
to archive diversity in South Eastern Europe (Ditchev 2002) and is inseparable 
from a wider representation of alterity, with "Balkan" as the opposite to the 
civilised, capitalist "West" (Hammond 2004, 2005). 
Restorations and Dialogue 
Although several restoration projects implemented in Kosovo have consulted and 
involved local populations, one project has gone a step further. When Intersos, 
an Italian NGO with considerable humanitarian experience in Kosovo, was 
awarded funding to restore heritage in Western Kosovo, it decided to combine 
its civil society capacity building projects with its restoration work by organising 
heritage tours. The first tours took place in spring 2004 and involved members 
of local groups that had already been supported by the NGO. The tours did 
not mix Serbians with Albanians and other minorities due to security concerns 
expressed by Serbians, since it was not long after the March riots. Kosovo Serbs 
groups visited Orthodox sites, Kosovo Albanians and Kosovo's other minorities, 
including the Rom, visited the areas of Prizren damaged during the riots and other 
heritage sites such as museums, mosques, a watermill, and restored Kulla. The 
tours were followed by dialogue sessions that used cultural heritage as a starting 
point to discuss the importance of identity. Enthusiasm for the tours spread, and 
Albanians began to request access to Orthodox sites, which, as mentioned above, 
had been denied to the majority of the population due to perceived security risks. 
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In October 2004 the first mixed group, which consisted of children, were taken on 
a visit that included the Orthodox monasteries. Intersos' heritage workers noted 
that: "it was interesting to see the language exchange between the children and 
the monks. While the non-Serb children were thanking the monks in Serbian, the 
monks were responding in Albanian" 
The stakes were raised when a group of adults from a variety of "ethnic 
communities" were taken to visit key religious sites, museums and other restored 
buildings. The tours were then followed by joint discussions or "dialogue" 
sessions to discuss heritage in Kosovo, eventually opening up the debate to 
include other areas of the international NGOs social work. Intersos has made 
this approach a cornerstone of its restoration activities in Kosovo, using heritage 
to bring practitioners and stakeholders together in agreement. There have been 
several off-shoots of this project: a civil society roundtable meeting came up 
with a joint statement condemning heritage destruction; further tours have been 
organised and joint activities planned and implemented. Other activities are now 
run autonomously by local groups including community self-help initiatives, 
exhibitions, cookery courses and a youth drama group. Whilst in Kosovo, I was 
lucky enough to take part in one such activity, involving a group of Serbian, 
Albanian, Bosniac, Rom, Ashkali and Egyptian teenagers who had decided to 
create a mime (about suffering, poverty and the need to share) in order to promote 
understanding between their communities. Such work has reduced the emphasis 
on religious and monumental heritage, and encouraged a debate on intangible 
aspects of heritage and its relationship to identity past present and future. 
Memories and Conclusions 
Using an ethnographic approach, my research incorporated fifty in-depth 
interviews with heritage and humanitarian workers. I present some excerpts from 
these interviews in the hope that the words some of the project's participants, and 
my preliminary interpretations demonstrate the value of oral history approaches. 
For the purposes of this paper, I concentrate on four central themes: 
Theme 1. Tolerance: "We want to show that, irrespective of what religion they 
[the project participants] belong to, they have to respect the same. It's equal: the 
Patriarchate; mosques; the Catholic Church. All of them before the war, they were 
going to churches. They need only to refresh that feeling. " 
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This group of memories refers to site visits that prompted the recall of pre-
conflict behaviour that was often conciliatory and mentioned tolerance for 
other faiths. The tradition of going to the churches and monasteries, regardless 
of religious conviction, becomes associated with universal heritage value, and 
memories are narrated in the hope of future of co-existence and reconciliation. 
Theme 2. Seekers of peace: "During the war, a lot of Albanians from the village 
around took refuge in the monastery, hiding there. And centuries...there are 
documentation that says that it was protected by Albanians. " 
"Cultural heritage has survived during the years and the centuries. It 
means someone was taking care of those things. " 
Such memories represent resistance to the current state of exclusion from 
key sites. Visiting such sites allowed the dialogue tourists to remember how 
their respective communities interacted with the site in the past, helping them to 
transform their role from the aggressor/victim binary to seekers of peace. 
Theme 3. Heritage as cure: "Seeing that culture doesn 't harm you but gives more 
beauty or meaning to one place, you feel part of it...you feel it belongs to you no 
matter which community is going there. You feel it is part of you. " 
The sensory experience of place, aura of time, and aesthetic values of 
the sites, combined with the liminality of visiting them together with members of 
groups perceived as "Other" gives the "dialogue tourists" a sense of the importance 
of these sites. This form of open heritage "archive"—an inventory, restoration 
activities, and the new uses of the site successfully incorporate pre- and post-
conflict memories of co-existence, allowing visitors to heal wounds caused by the 
war. Aesthetic value is no doubt important in this cure, but more research needs to 
be done on the curative aspects of heritage and its impact on well being. 
Theme 4. Transformation: '7? was like feeling that everything was part of you... 
it was something evil, but now it looks like beauty shining again. " 
"People [in the group] had a bad opinion and were afraid, then going 
inside, afterwards, feeling relaxed and realising that: Oh! It doesn't bite!" 
The sites themselves are subject to continuous reinterpretation; their 
negative meanings changed in the context of the tours, from site of war to site of 
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healing. The heritage itself seems to have agency; "it doesn't bite"; it belongs, just 
like the peoples who are part of its past. 
Such narration encourages people to forge their own meanings and 
remember their own versions of history, breaking down monolithic national 
narratives of suffering and victimhood. 1 propose that such activities have made 
a breakthrough. They have allowed individuals to reassess their experience and 
understanding of "heritage" meanings, with all of their negative and political 
connotations, whilst providing the opportunity to share memories in the company 
of the perceived aggressor. 
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